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In the preceding chapters, the available evidence 
for the Pitted Ware culture (PWC) on Djursland 
has been analysed in detail. Djursland is by far 
the best known of all Danish PWC activity zones 
and, due to the amount and diversity of the avail-
able information, also stands out as being par-
ticularly well researched in the context of the en-
tire PWC distribution area in Norway, Denmark 
and Sweden. The evidence derives from several 
excavations of sites with and without preserved 
organic remains and a thorough analysis of the 
resulting finds, as well as from a long tradition 
of archaeological research in the region and in 
Denmark in general. The latter has resulted in a 
very fine-meshed net of records which, through 
the application of source-critical considerations, 
has allowed description in unprecedented detail 
of the settlement and land-use within the study 
area (Rasmussen et al. this vol.). In the following, 
the evidence compiled in this volume is used to 
address not only issues relating to the PWC in 
the Djursland activity zone, in Denmark and in 
its entire distribution area in Scandinavia, but also 
to answer selected, more general questions about 
the cultural change that took place in southern 

The Pitted Ware culture on Djursland in 
the Neolithic world

Lutz Klassen, Rune Iversen, Niels Nørkjær Johannsen,  
Uffe Rasmussen & Ole B. Poulsen
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Scandinavia and large parts of Europe during the 
early 3rd millennium BC. The Kainsbakke site, and 
especially its extraordinary pit A47, plays a key 
role in several aspects of this discussion.

1 The identity of the Pitted Ware 
culture on Djursland
In course of the relative short history of research 
into the PWC in Denmark, the perception of what 
it represents has undergone a profound change 
(Klassen et al. this vol.). It is a long way from C.J. 
Becker’s (1951) idea of visiting Swedish seal hunt-
ers on the lookout for prey and high-quality flint 
to R. Iversen’s (2010) recognition of different types 
of PWC identity, characterised by varying degrees 
of creolisation between PWC and Funnel Beaker 
culture (TRB) elements. The term “creolisation” is 
used here according to Iversen (2010) and based on 
the definitions of J. Bergstøl (2004) and J. Webster 
(2001, 217ff.). Iversen identified northeastern Jut-
land, including Djursland, as the part of the Dan-
ish PWC distribution area where PWC elements 
played the greatest role in shaping local identities. 
Even in this region, however, elements of unmis-
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takable TRB descent were integrated parts of the 
PWC and thereby set the local PWC apart from the 
culture in for example its eastern Swedish distribu-
tion area. In the following, the identity of the PWC 
on Djursland is discussed in detail by assessing its 
PWC and TRB components in a range of fields.

1.1 Material culture
Tanged arrowheads and bipolar cylindrical blade 
cores (together with the eponymous pottery) are 
the defining elements of the PWC in Denmark 
and they led Becker (1951) to a recognition of the 
culture’s presence in, among other areas, Djurs-
land. Several other specific artefact types, some of 
which are typical for the eastern Swedish PWC, 
have also been found here (Wincentz this vol.). 
Two TRB artefact types, i.e. thick-butted flint axes 
and clay discs, are, however, integrated parts of the 
material culture of the PWC in Denmark, includ-
ing Djursland, and hint at a creolised identity of 
the local PWC group. This is evident too from the 
shape of the base of PWC vessels. Pointed bases, 
characteristic for the eastern Swedish PWC and 
also present, albeit at lower frequencies, in western 
Swedish PWC inventories, are practically absent 
from the PWC on Djursland. Only one pointed base 
was found at the Kirial Bro site, and this has been 
shown to be an imported item, probably from west-
ern Sweden (Brorsson et al. 2018: Blank et al. this 
vol.). The lack of pointed bases and the regular oc-
currence of flat vessel bases in the Djursland PWC 
inventory is in all likelihood due to a TRB heritage. 

1.2 Economy
Since Becker (1951) launched his idea of the Dan-
ish PWC as a reflection of visits by Swedish seal 
hunters, the general assumption has been that the 
Danish PWC groups followed a Mesolithic lifestyle 
with marine resources as their main subsistence 
base (Klassen et al. this vol.). Earlier investigations 
by J. Richter (1989; 1991) and new research by C. 
Makarewicz and S. Pleuger (Makarewicz/Pleuger 
this vol.; Pleuger/Makarewicz this vol.), as well as 
B. Philippsen et al. (this vol.) and M.H. Andreasen 

(this vol.), draw however a rather different picture 
of the PWC on Djursland. Not surprisingly, hunting 
and gathering appear to have played a greater role 
during the PWC than generally in the TRB (TRB 
hunting stations (Skaarup 1973) and minor coastal 
sites of the contemporaneous late TRB (Schmöl-
cke 2000; 2001; Hartz 2005; Davidsen 1978, 55) 
constitute exceptions to this rule). But with seals 
making up 12-14% of the mammal remains found 
at Kainsbakke and Kirial Bro, marine hunting in 
particular seems less central than in eastern Swed-
ish PWC groups, where seals apparently played a 
dominant role (Eriksson 2004; Eriksson et al. 2008; 
Fornander et al. 2008; Lidén/Eriksson 2007). Ter-
restrial hunting, on the other hand, especially for 
red deer, seems to have had comparatively major 
significance in the Djursland PWC, and the same is 
true of fishing. Even so, the dominant aspect of the 
local economy appears to have been cattle herding, 
supplemented by the keeping of sheep/goats and 
probably domestic pigs, as well as arable agricul-
ture on a limited scale. On the whole, the economy 
of the PWC on Djursland had clearly a mixed char-
acter, but with Neolithic (rather than Mesolithic) 
aspects taking centre stage. This reflects a TRB 
heritage, indicated not least by the dominant role 
of cattle, a characteristic trait of TRB societies in 
both the Early and Middle Neolithic (Madsen, T. 
1982; 1990; Klassen 2014a, 152f.). 

1.3 Settlement and land-use
TRB characteristics are also evident in the organi-
sation of PWC settlement and land-use on Djurs-
land. In his investigation of these aspects of the 
TRB, T. Madsen (1982; 1990) has described some 
long-term trends in the Early and Middle Neo-
lithic. The earlier part of the period is characterised 
by a dispersed settlement structure consisting of 
single farmsteads that were regularly moved to new 
locations. Pollen data indicate that this practice led 
to a progressive opening up of the primeval for-
est due to continued felling or burning to create 
new plots of land. Over time, however, settlement 
size increased as TRB farmers moved together. The 
apogee of this development was reached in the 
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early 3rd millennium BC, in the final TRB phase, 
MN A V, which is largely contemporaneous with 
the PWC. These large, late TRB settlements were 
often, but not exclusively, placed on top of cause-
wayed enclosures and land-use became concentrat-
ed around them. As a consequence, destruction of 
the forest ceased in areas further away from these 
settlements and these were able to regenerate. 

As described by U. Rasmussen et al. (this vol.), 
the settlement pattern of the PWC on Djursland 
has some distinctive traits, one of which is a simi-
larity to the contemporaneous settlement pattern 
of the late TRB, i.e. the concentration of permanent 
settlement at the very large Kainsbakke site. Apart 
from this, only the nearby, much smaller Kirial 
Bro site seems to have been permanently inhab-
ited. The PWC community on Djursland thereby 
followed a typical TRB development trend. The 
same is indicated by the pollen data (Aaby 1985, 
70), which show regeneration of the forest at the 
time of the PWC. The pollen diagram in question is 
from Fuglsø Mose, located some 15 km northwest 
of Kainsbakke, within the PWC distribution area 
on Djursland. 

Very large settlement sites also are known from 
contemporaneous eastern Swedish PWC commu-
nities, as well as western Swedish PWC groups at 
Jonstorp (Lidén 1940), with which the Djursland 
PWC group had regular and close contacts (Hernek 
in prep.; Wincentz this vol.). The background for 
the huge PWC settlement agglomeration at Jon-
storp is not well understood, but it probably did 
not exert any influence on Djursland. One specific 
line of evidence indicates that this development 
was dictated by the large-scale TRB development 
trend described above, i.e. that the Kainsbakke 
settlement was established on top of a TRB ritual 
site related to causewayed enclosures. Even though 
other PWC land-use shows a marked concentra-
tion on coastal locations that can be related to typi-
cal marine-oriented and flint procurement activi-
ties, this TRB developmental trait in the PWC of 
Djursland is both remarkable and significant. 

The presence of a TRB ritual site was proba-
bly not the only factor guiding the choice of the 
elevated Kainsbakke site as the location for the 

central settlement. Because if this was the case, 
then why was Kainsbakke chosen rather than the 
nearby promontories at Skærvad or Kainsbakke IV, 
with their definite or probable causewayed enclo-
sures – corresponding to the location of large late 
TRB (MN A V) settlements in the TRB distribu-
tion area? A likely explanation here is the specific 
landscape setting. Kainsbakke constitutes a holm 
or plateau of low elevation that, at the time of the 
occupation, was surrounded by water (marine 
inlet to the south, swamp/bog all around), which 
in practice made it an island. In northern Scandi-
navian and western Siberian hunter-gatherer socie-
ties, water is associated with the underworld and 
islands may be seen as sacred locations or used 
as burial grounds (Zvelebil 2003a). The same idea 
appears to have guided the choice of location for 
some of the cemeteries of the Late Mesolithic 
Ertebølle culture (EBC) in southern Scandinavia, 
including that at Nederst, located on a small is-
land in Kolindsund Fjord on Djursland, only c. 10 
km to the southwest of Kainsbakke (Kannegaard 
2016). The structured depositions in pit A47 in-
dicate that a comparable ideology, derived from 
hunter-gatherer groups in the Baltic or northern 
Scandinavia, formed part of the PWC cosmology 
at Kainsbakke (see below). Both a TRB ritual herit-
age and elements of a widespread hunter-gatherer 
cosmology, drawn from regions to the northeast, 
may therefore have guided the choice of location 
for the Kainsbakke settlement. 

1.4 Ritual activities and graves

1.4.1 The use of TRB ritual sites 

Kainsbakke is not the only PWC site on Djursland 
that represents reuse of a TRB ritual site. The same 
is true at Skærvad c. 1 km west of Kainsbakke, as 
well as at Ginnerup, c. 3 km to the southwest. To 
these can be added a possible third site, Kains bakke 
IV, located c. 200 m to the east of Kainsbakke (Ras-
mussen this vol.; Rasmussen et al. this vol.). Skær-
vad is a causewayed enclosure and Kainsbakke 
IV probably represents a monument of the same 
type. Only surface recording has been carried out 
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at both sites, demonstrating the presence of PWC 
finds over the (definite or suspected) ditch seg-
ments. It is not known whether these finds reflect 
mere deposition on top of sealed ritual structures, 
or whether PWC people intervened directly by 
recutting the ditch segments. The latter has been 
securely demonstrated to be the case at Kainsbakke 
and probably also Ginnerup (Rasmussen this vol.). 
Both types of activity are known from late TRB 
communities within the TRB distribution area, 
indicating that the PWC activity on Djursland re-
flects the same recognition of ancestry, rather than 
an attempt by an immigrant population with a dif-
ferent set of ritual values to take over local places 
of ritual significance.

All the sites mentioned above lie within a very 
restricted area of less than 5 km in diameter, or 
slightly more if the Fannerup site located 2.5 km 
west of Ginnerup also constituted a TRB ritual site 
(causewayed enclosure or related monument) that 
was reused by the PWC (Rasmussen et al. this vol., 
Fig. 4). This concentration of ritual sites is unpar-
alleled in the northern TRB and it is remarkable 
that PWC activities indicating active use have been 
demonstrated at all of them. This clearly shows 
an obvious intention by PWC people to refer to 
places of ritual importance for their ancestors and 
constitutes an unmistakable indication of common 
elements of cultural value, which closely link the 
PWC in northeastern Djursland to both their TRB 
ancestors and to contemporary TRB communities 
outside Djursland. 

The meticulous excavation of pit A47 at Kains-
bakke, a recut TRB ditch segment, allows further 
observations that confirm strong ties between TRB 
and PWC behaviour on Djursland. Besides the evi-
dence for animistic rites involving bears, Eurasian 
elk and a waterbird, which point unequivocally 
towards hunter-gatherer societies in northeast-
ern Europe (see below), elements reflecting TRB 
rites and identity are also clearly present. Several 
specific observations can be made in this regard 
(see Wincentz this vol. for full description). The 
cladding of the base of the recut in the ditch seg-
ment with marine mollusc shells, possibly due to 
the ritual significance of their whiteness, as well as 

the massive infill of mollusc shells, are regularly ob-
served phenomena at TRB causewayed enclosures 
and sites related to these – both on Djursland and 
in other parts of Denmark (Klassen/Knoche 2019). 
Equally typical is the fact that the deposited mate-
rial consists of both clearly selected objects, such as 
entire pottery vessels, and items with the character 
of refuse (Andersen, N.H. 1997, 43ff.). The same is 
true for the animal bones, which show the same 
pattern: In pit A47, clearly selected faunal remains 
are found together with vast amounts of bones that 
show traces of surface degradation, indicating that 
they had lain exposed on the ground surface for 
several years before being deposited in the pit 
(Wincentz this vol.; Makarewicz/Pleuger this vol.). 
Furthermore, the pars pro toto deposition of pot-
tery vessels, often represented by only one or a very 
few sherds, has been demonstrated both in pit A47 
at Kainsbakke and in ditch segments or by pali-
sades at TRB causewayed enclosures (e.g., at Sarup: 
Andersen, N.H. 1999, 41). That this deposition is of 
such massive extent, while the primary layers in the 
ditch segment contain only few cultural remains, is 
also a well-known trait in TRB enclosures, in recut 
ditch segments and in depositions on top of them 
(for example at Sarup: Andersen, N.H. 1997). The 
same is true of the deposition of selected human 
bones, which at Kainsbakke were only found in 
pit A47. The fact that the PWC-recut in pit A47 
respects the original outline of the TRB ditch seg-
ment should also be mentioned as a parallel to the 
situation in TRB enclosures (Andersen, N.H. 1997, 
25). The similarities between TRB and PWC ritual 
practices, with regard to the above elements, are 
therefore both abundant and specific.

1.4.2 The use of megalithic tombs 
An element that demonstrates the TRB descent 
of Danish PWC groups to a much greater degree 
than selected aspects of the material culture is their 
continued use of TRB megalithic tombs (Iversen 
2010, 24). This signals a clear reference to common 
ancestors and thereby strongly contradicts the idea 
of foreign visitors or settlers as the background 
for the PWC in Denmark, although it does not of 
course exclude the possibility of individual foreign-
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ers being integrated into local communities, for 
example as marriage partners. Not surprisingly, 
PWC use of TRB megalithic tombs is most pro-
nounced in those parts of the Danish PWC dis-
tribution area that show the greatest number of 
TRB elements in local PWC identities, especially 
on Zealand (Iversen 2010, 15 Fig. 6). Conversely, in 
northeastern Jutland, with its strong PWC identity, 
comparatively few megalithic tombs were reused 
by PWC communities. This is especially obvious 
on Djursland, where only three megalithic monu-
ments containing PWC finds were recorded prior 
to the present study. One of these even had to be 
dismissed due to the misidentification of a Single 
Grave culture (SGC) D-type tanged arrowhead 
found there as PWC C-arrow (Ebbesen 2006, 770 
no. 69). Of the remaining two graves, one is located 
outside the actual PWC distribution area, which 
only encompasses parts of the Djursland peninsula 
(Rasmussen et al. this vol.). The comprehensive ar-
chival research conducted for this study has, how-
ever, produced evidence for a further five hitherto 
unrecorded megalithic tomb finds of PWC tanged 
arrowheads (Rasmussen et al. this vol., Fig. 2 and 
Tab. 1). Four of these are located in the central part 
of the PWC distribution area on Djursland, close 
to Kainsbakke and Ginnerup and near to the con-
centration of PWC sites near Gjerrild in the north-
easternmost parts of the peninsula, while the fifth 
stands on the western periphery, but still within 
the PWC distribution area. This situation hints at 
an importance of TRB identity in the local PWC 
community that goes beyond what has hither to 
been assumed. 

This impression is further reinforced by anoth-
er observation regarding the significance of TRB 
megalithic tombs for the PWC in northeastern 
Djursland. The two most important and probably 
only permanently inhabited sites in this PWC 
activity zone – Kainsbakke and Kirial Bro – are 
both located where TRB megalithic tombs had 
been built a few hundred years earlier (Wincentz 
this vol.). This may appear to be “coincidental” at 
Kirial Bro, as EBC and TRB settlement activities 
also took place at the site, and the PWC evidence 
could therefore be simply interpreted as continued 

use of a good fishing locality. This is not the case at 
Kainsbakke, however, where the complete absence 
of TRB settlement activities, despite a very favour-
able landscape setting, is striking and must reflect 
a conscious emphasis of the ritual importance of 
the location, which could have been some form of 
sacred island (see below). At least one megalithic 
tomb was built here and, like the dolmen at Kirial 
Bro, must have been a central intra-settlement 
reference point of great visibility and importance. 
Unfortunately, nothing is known about the active 
use of these tombs during the time of PWC settle-
ment because the Kirial Bro dolmen has not been 
investigated and the Kainsbakke long dolmen was 
completely demolished in historical times. The 
physical relationship between ancestors and the 
living at both sites leaves no doubt, however, about 
the importance of the TRB heritage in the self-
perception of the PWC communities. 

As outlined by Rasmussen et al. (this vol.), the 
use of megalithic tombs in the PWC does not nec-
essarily reflect a direct functional continuity from 
the TRB, as the high frequency of tombs in which 
only a single tanged arrowhead has been found is 
remarkable. These finds may well reflect symbolic 
actions rather than actual burials (with the arrow-
heads reflecting either grave goods or bodies with 
shot-in arrows). The tombs may therefore have 
had a distinct symbolic function, like those at the 
Kainsbakke and Kirial Bro settlements. 

1.4.3 Rites rooted in animistic concepts of the 
world
The finds of specifically selected and deposited 
animal bones and teeth in pit A47 at Kainsbakke 
(Wincentz this vol.) clearly hint at the perfor-
mance of rites rooted in animistic perceptions of 
the world. These finds comprise skeletal parts of 
bears, Eurasian elk, domestic pigs and/or wild boar, 
domestic cattle, aurochs, red deer and Dalmatian 
pelican. Apart from skeletal elements of these spe-
cies, which upon excavation could be recognised 
as having been specifically arranged, pit A47 also 
yielded bones from a few other species, which may 
or may not reflect conscious ritual acts of possi-
ble shamanistic character. The following relevant 
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species are represented: beaver, fox, badger, otter, 
squirrel and common buzzard. The bones of all 
these animals could obviously simply reflect waste 
from hunting activities, especially for furs. In which 
case, the small number of individuals is though re-
markable, as otter, squirrel and fox are represented 
by only a few bones possibly from single individu-
als, while the minimum number of individuals for 
beaver and badger is two (Makarewicz/Pleuger this 
vol.; Richter 1991). Moreover, beavers frequently 
have ritual connotations in hunter-gatherer socie-
ties (Zvelebil 2003a, 13; Schmölcke et al. 2017) and 
buzzard is only represented by talon bones.

Any attempt to interpret the thoughts and ac-
tions behind these depositions is potentially prob-
lematic, as it must be based on ethnohistorical 
analogy to recent or sub-recent hunter-gatherer 
societies. This can, in many cases, be a methodo-
logically questionable approach (Jordan 2003, spe-
cifically with regard to hunter-gatherer societies). 
In the following, an attempt to understand the 
background for the deposition at Kainsbakke will 
nevertheless be undertaken. Interpretation will be 
kept on a more general level and be based, where 
possible, on matching ethnographical observations 
in many rather than single groups. Furthermore, as 
described by Jordan (2003, 130), Fennoscandia is 
one of only few regions where the use of direct his-
torical analogy (to adjacent western Siberia) may be 
justified. While Kainsbakke is situated outside this 
region, the rites performed and some of the finds 
encountered there, have clear relations to both 
prehistoric and sub-recent hunter-gatherer socie-
ties in Fennoscandia, and in northwestern Eurasia 
as a whole. This relation is expressed in the clay 
idol found in pit A47, as this can be related to the 
numerous idols known from the PWC and Comb 
Pottery traditions (Wyszomirska 1984). The incised 
human figure on a potsherd from pit A47 definitely 
belongs to the same tradition too (Wyszomirska 
1975; 1984, 54 ff.; Wincentz this vol.). The Comb 
Pottery tradition includes a major complex of so-
called sub-Neolithic hunter, fisher and gatherer 
groups who made pottery but did not rely on farm-
ing. In addition to the PWC and Comb Pottery 
tradition, this “eastern Baltic figurine tradition”   

(c. 4th to 2nd millennium BC) also covers the Baltic 
States and extends into northern Russia. It prob-
ably originated in the preceding Mesolithic hunter-
gatherer-based imagery, encompassing both zoo-
morphic and anthropomorphic figurines, elk-head 
staffs, animal-head battle axes etc. (Nunez 1986; 
Antanaitis 1998; Götherström et al. 2002; Płonka 
2003; Rimantienė 2005; Iršėnas 2006; Kashina 
2009; Scarre 2017). A further aspect relates to the 
contemporaneous and somewhat related hunter-
gatherer rock art of northern Scandinavia, gen-
erally referred to as “the Northern tradition” or 
“the hunter’s tradition” (c. 9000-2000 BC), which 
usually depicts big game animals (Fugle stvedt 2010; 
Nimura 2015, 14f.).

M. Zvelebil (2003a; 2003b) uses direct historic 
analogy to a few western Siberian groups in in-
terpreting archaeological observations from the 
Mesolithic in northern Europe. Some of his obser-
vations will be employed in the following, as there 
are some interesting similarities between ideas held 
by Siberian hunter-gatherers and certain obser-
vations in southern Scandinavia, both during the 
PWC and in the local Mesolithic. 

Zvelebil states that three species/groups of ani-
mals had specific ritual importance as animal help-
ers for the shaman among the people of western 
Siberia: bears, Eurasian elk and waterfowl. These 
are the same species that are represented most fre-
quently in idols in the PWC and the related Comb 
Pottery tradition (Wyszomirska 1984). They are 
also those that appear most often as depictions in 
northern Scandinavian rock art (Tansem/Johansen 
2008), thereby linking western Siberia with Scan-
dinavia and the Baltic. Even more interesting in 
this respect is the fact that the skeletal remains of 
brown bear, Eurasian elk and Dalmatian pelican 
found at Kainsbakke clearly stand out as having 
been specifically selected for ritual purposes – due 
either to the skeletal parts represented, the for-
eign origin of these bones (Klassen et al. this vol.) 
or their extreme rarity. All the bones of Eurasian 
elk found in pit A47 that have been subjected to 
strontium isotope analyses are non-local and were 
possibly brought to the site across the sea from 
different regions in western Sweden. The same is 
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true for at least some of the remains of 10 brown 
bears (Klassen et al. this vol.). The part of a wing 
of a Dalmatian pelican is a truly remarkable find, 
not only because it comes from a huge and very 
characteristic bird, but also because it represents 
one of only three known records of this species 
from the entire Danish Neolithic (see the survey 
by Nikulina and Schmölcke (2015) to which the 
Kainsbakke find must be added). It is possible that 
the pelican wing found at Kainsbakke is also an 
imported element.

The concurrence between the prehistoric record 
at Kainsbakke and in northern Scandinavia/the 
eastern Baltic on the one hand, and the ethno-
graphical record from western Siberia, on the other, 
is consequently very specific and, as such, hardly 
completely coincidental. However, the PWC on 
Djursland and the people of western Siberia share 
neither the same historical trajectory nor the same 
geographical region/natural environment (crite-
ria identified by van Gijn/Zvelebil (1997), which 
increase the likelihood that similarities between 
two chronologically distant societies have valid-
ity). Furthermore, in the PWC of Djursland, ele-
ments of hunter-gatherer cosmology have clearly 
been combined with ritual elements derived from 
TRB farmers and may well have undergone some 
change of meaning in the course of this process. 
Analogical reasoning must, therefore, be kept on 
a general level.

While the structured depositions of animal 
bones in pit A47 hint at animism being part of 
the PWC cosmology at Kainsbakke, it is not pos-
sible to arrive at the same conclusion with the same 
degree of certainty with regard to shamanism. No 
elements of material culture typically linked to sha-
mans, as known from Mesolithic burials through-
out Europe (see Zvelebil 2003a, 10ff.), have been 
found at Kainsbakke/in pit A47. However, the im-
portance placed on bears, Eurasian elk and water 
birds – species known as animal helpers for north-
ern Eurasian shamans, indicate the presence of 
shamanism (if the historical analogy is accepted). 

The numerous skeletal remains of brown bears, 
especially elements from heads and those asso-
ciated with furs, constitute the most obvious ex-

ample of ritual activity rooted in animistic beliefs 
and probably shamanism evident in pit A47. Bear 
rituals are well-known from hunter-gatherer so-
cieties in the entire northern circumpolar region. 
The existence of a special reverence for bears is 
generally explained by the power and size of this 
animal, making it the “King of the Forest”. Further-
more, bears can walk for shorter distances on two 
legs, giving them a human-like appearance. For 
western Siberian people the bear is the chief guard-
ian of all wild animals and controls their spirits 
and is therefore an important mediator between 
animals and human beings (Zvelebil 2003b, 67). 
The abundant ethnographical evidence for bear 
cults in the northern circumpolar region has been 
the subject of intense discussion by anthropolo-
gists, resulting in an enormous literature on this 
subject (Hallowell 1926; Paproth 1976; Wamers 
2009, 14ff.; 2015; Black 1998; Zachrisson/Iregren 
1974 – to cite just a very short selection of relevant 
publications). Bear rituals in northern Scandinavia, 
through northern Russia and Siberia to northern 
Japan and the northern parts of North America 
are rather diverse. However, they all share several 
common traits, ranging from the preparations for 
the bear hunt to the treatment of the killed bears’ 
bones. The latter is of special relevance with regard 
to the archaeological finds from Kainsbakke. In her 
overview of common traits, L.T. Black (1998, 346) 
found that a special emphasis on the head (skull) 
of the bears, as well as its ritual preservation and 
the treatment of bones and skin, are some of the 
common elements that can be found in the en-
tire circumpolar region and not only in selected, 
geographically restricted areas. Furthermore, the 
bones of bears are often kept/deposited separately 
from those of other animals (e.g., Hallowell 1926, 
138 note 599). 

The archaeological evidence from Kainsbakke 
is consistent with these ethnographical findings: 
The focus on entire skulls (crania) and other parts 
of the bears’ heads, the deposition of bear skins or 
other selected bones and the fact that bear bones 
were kept separate, while those of other animals 
were, in several cases, placed together (see below). 
The deposition of a bear cranium on top of a horn 
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of aurochs (Wincentz this vol., Fig. 17) is an excep-
tion to this rule. The evidence clearly contradicts 
the view of Richter (1986), who interpreted the 
Kainsbakke bear remains as non-ritual waste (see 
also Makarewicz/Pleuger this vol.). It indicates the 
existence of a bear cult at Kainsbakke that is re-
lated to the bear cults known ethnographically in 
the northern circumpolar region. The Kainsbakke 
find is entirely unique in the Neolithic of southern 
Scandinavia, although there are some hints of a 
special reverence for bears in the region during 
earlier periods of prehistory. This is indicated by 
several finds of amber figurines depicting bears, 
which have traditionally been dated to the EBC or 
possibly earlier Mesolithic periods but could be as 

old as the Late Palaeolithic (Vang Petersen 2010; 
2015). An entire bear cranium found at the Late 
EBC inland site of Ringkloster in eastern Jutland 
(unpubl., pers. comm. Søren H. Andersen) should 
also be mentioned in this context. A geograph-
ical link between Kainsbakke and the northern 
circumpolar region with regard to evidence for 
bear rituals is provided by depositions of selected 
bear bones encountered at the Mesolithic Kanal-
jorden site in central Sweden (Hallgren/Fornander 
2016). Most interesting in this regard, however, 
is a record from the eastern Swedish PWC site 
of Äs in Västmanland, where some bear bones, 
most of them cranial parts, were apparently found 
in a pottery vessel. The remains are unfortunate-

Fig. 1  |  The distribution 
of records of bear graves, 
depositions of bear bones 
and trees in which bear 
skulls have been hung 
in Scandinavia (from 
Wamers 2015, adapted 
and with additions). 
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ly only referred to very briefly in the account of 
the zoological investigation by J. Lepiksaar (1974, 
150), while they are not mentioned at all in L. 
 Löfstrand’s archaeological analysis in the same 
volume (1974). The bones appear to indicate the 
existence of some kind of bear cult in the eastern 
Swedish PWC and thereby provide a natural link 
to the Kainsbakke site – geographically, chrono-
logically and culturally.

The deposition of bones from 10 bears, and of 
bear skins, at Kainsbakke testifies to both an ex-
ceptional event and a relationship with customs 
normally evident among people living much fur-
ther to the north – both in recent and prehistoric 
times (Fig. 1). There can be little doubt that this 
reflects that the PWC was related to, and possibly 
emerged from, contacts with or immigration of, 
hunting cultures in regions further to the northeast 
in Scandinavia and Eurasia (Comb Pottery tradi-
tion). The possible earlier southern Scandinavian 
bear cults referred to above might well have been 
the result of similar contacts, as can be demon-
strated in case of the EBC (Klassen 2004, 109ff.).

The handling of bear bones, especially crania, as 
described in the ethnographical record for the cir-
cumpolar region, most often included the erection 
of special poles or the selection of special trees on 
which to hang the remains (Hallowell 1926, 135ff.). 
Practices of this kind are unlikely to leave any ar-
chaeologically traceable remains and this may pro-
vide an explanation for an observation by K. Buck 
Pedersen and E. Brinch Petersen (2017), who won-
dered why no such remains have been recorded 
in Denmark from the Preboreal period, despite 
the rather abundant evidence from this time for 
animistic rites involving Eurasian elk. The custom 
of burying the bear bones, either in bundles or laid 
out in more or less correct anatomical order, as 
evident for example from the north Scandinavian 
ethnographical and archaeological record (Zach-
risson/Iregren 1974; Myrstad 1996), was obviously 
not practised in southern Scandinavia. 

The ethnographical records of burials of bear 
bones typically only encompass bones of single 
animals and not those of many individuals, as seen 
at Kainsbakke. Ethnographical evidence for similar 

accumulations of bear remains, especially crania, 
is however available from the Ainu of Hokkaido in 
northern Japan (Hallowell 1926, 143 note 623) and 
several tribes of North American Indians (Hal-
lowell 1926, 137 notes 589 and 590). Archaeological 
evidence exists for northern Japan (Masuda et al. 
2001; 2006), and in rare cases for northern Scan-
dinavia (Zachrisson/Iregren 1974). In the case of 
depositions of multiple crania, these might have 
been collected over one season, and then depos-
ited/hung up in a single event (Hallowell 1926, 137 
note 589) or accumulated over long periods of time 
in locations that remained accessible (rock shel-
ters in northern Japan: Masuda et al. 2001; 2006). 
Examples of burial of the bones of multiple bears 
in ways not intended for later access appear to be 
rare. In this context, the Kainsbakke deposition 
stands out once again as an exceptional case and 
may be the result of a merging of rites ultimate-
ly derived from hunter-gatherer societies in the 
northern circumpolar region with those inherited 
from local TRB ancestors and their use of ditch 
segments in causewayed enclosures and construc-
tions related to such enclosures. Alternatively, the 
situation encountered at Kainsbakke may reflect a 
truly exceptional event, which demanded the per-
formance of a truly exceptional ritual (see below). 
The latter may have included the deposition of the 
remains of multiple bears, which had been stored 
for a shorter or longer period. Individual 14C dating 
of the bones in future investigations may be able 
to demonstrate that this type of event took place, 
but the calibration curve for this period is not help-
ful to this approach, because even high-precision 
14C dates, after calibration, cover a 250-300-year 
period that coincides with the time of occupation 
of the Kainsbakke settlement. 

The bones of Eurasian elk found in pit A47 are 
from many parts of the head but, with a single ex-
ception, not the fore- or hindlimbs (Makarewicz/
Pleuger this vol.). This hints at a ritual rather than 
a dietary importance of the species at Kainsbakke, 
and this impression is confirmed by an elk mandi-
ble which forms an integrated part of a deposition 
of mandibles of various species laid out in a row 
(Wincentz this vol., Fig. 15). The elk bones further 
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distinguish themselves by their non-local origin, 
most likely in two different regions of western 
Sweden (Klassen et al. this vol.). Collectively, this 
indicates a special significance of the elk, as is also 
evident from the ethnographical and archaeologi-
cal record described above. Among the people of 
western Siberia, the Eurasian elk is “an inhabitant 
of the heavens and a central actor in the myths of 
revival and regeneration as well as in the mediation 
between the worlds of the spirits and the humans” 
(Zvelebil 2003a, 7; 2003b, 67). The Preboreal ar-
chaeological record from southern Scandinavia, as 
referred to above (Buck Pedersen/Brinch Petersen 
2017), frequently included animals deposited in an 
entire state and appears therefore to fit better with 
ideas of the revival of animals killed in the hunt as 
potential prey for the future. It is not possible to 
determine whether the Kainsbakke remains reflect 
similar, related ideas.

Pit A47 at Kainsbakke contained a large number 
of bird bones, clearly dominated by water birds 
(Makarewicz/Pleuger this vol.), with remains of 
shag (Phalacrocorax aristoteles) being most fre-
quent. Most of the birds could have been hunted 
for their meat or feathers (the shag is still hunted 
intensively in Norway today), and there are no hints 
of any specific ritual importance corresponding to 
that evident from the ethnographical and archaeo-
logical record referred to above. Nevertheless, as 
mentioned earlier, there are two exceptions: three 
tarsometatarsals of common buzzard represent-
ing parts of talons and four fragments of radius 
and ulna of Dalmatian pelican, representing part 

of a wing (Fig. 2). According to Zvelebil (2003a), 
water birds are believed among western Siberian 
people to be messengers to the world of the dead. 
Seen from this perspective, the part of a wing of a 
Dalmatian pelican found in pit A47 at Kainsbakke 
acquires special importance, as it can be seen as a 
possible structural parallel to the wing of a swan 
on which the body of a child was laid in grave 8 
at the EBC cemetery of Vedbæk-Bøgebakken (Al-
brethsen/Brinch Petersen 1976, 9; Zvelebil 2003a, 
10). It therefore constitutes a possible hint that 
death- and/or burial-related ideas played a role 
in the deposition in pit A47 at Kainsbakke. This is 
of particular interest, as it concurs well with the 
find circumstances pertaining to a former TRB 
ditch segment, including the presence of human 
remains, as well as the water-encompassed location 
of the Kainsbakke site.

As noted above, bones of several other species 
formed an integrated part of the depositional rit-
ual in pit A47: red deer, wild and domestic cattle 
and wild boar and/or domestic pig. It is of note 
that bones of domestic animals were deposited 
as part of the same rituals as those involving wild 
species, as exemplified by the row of mandibles 
referred to above: In addition to Eurasian elk this 
latter deposition also includes mandibles of red 
deer, pigs (wild or domestic) and most likely do-
mestic cattle. In hunter-gatherer societies, the idea 
behind the (shamanistic) rituals involving prey 
animals is often to ensure the success of future 
hunts. The soul/spirit of the killed animal is be-
lieved to be able to communicate with the living 

Fig. 2  |  Four fragments of radius and ulna representing parts of a wing of a Dalmatian pelican (Pele-
canus crispus), found in pit A47 at Kainsbakke. Photo: Hans Grundsøe. 
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animals. It is therefore important not to offend 
the dead animal and treat it with respect, because 
otherwise the game might not “show up” in future 
hunts. Domestic animals, at least in some socie-
ties, are viewed as not having a free soul – they are 
controlled by humans (Ingold 1986, 255; Zvelebil 
2003b, 67). But this did not prevent imported do-
mestic animals from being treated like wild species 
in hunter-gatherer societies (Jordan 2003, 136). In 
the case of the PWC on Djursland, the integration 
of domesticates into the hunter-gatherer cosmol-
ogy, as reflected by the special emphasis on bears, 
Eurasian elk and water birds, can possibly best be 
understood in the context of its specific creolised 
farmer-hunter-gatherer identity. Given the domes-
tic cattle (mandibles) possibly brought to Kains-
bakke from western Sweden, together with bones 
of Eurasian elk, brown bear and at least one red 
deer (Klassen et al. this vol.), this integration must 
have been of considerable importance for PWC 
communities on both sides of the Kattegat. In re-
cent years, there has been a growing awareness 
that animism is not merely an original religious 
trait exclusively bound up with hunter-gatherer 
societies. Animistic perceptions of the world can 
be very variable and exist in many different forms 
of (non-monotheistic) societies, where they may 
be combined with, and be integrated into, differ-
ent cosmologies (Ahlqvist/Vandkilde 2018, with 
further references). This altered understanding is 
also reflected in a revised definition of animism. 
The original concept, as described by E.B. Tylor 
(1871), specifically included the concept of souls/
spirits, whereas animism today is defined as ‘the 
belief that all “natural” things, such as plants, ani-
mals and even such phenomena as thunder have 
intentionality (or a vital force) and can have influ-
ence on human lives’ (Peoples et al. 2016). 

The two sets of horn cores of aurochs found in 
pit A47 (Wincentz this vol., Fig. 16.2; Makarewicz/
Pleuger this vol., Fig. 2) probably represent traces 
of another rite rooted in animism. Unlike those 
described above with regard to bears, Eurasian 
elk and water birds, however, this rite came from 
central European Neolithic societies – despite the 
fact that parts of wild animals were involved. The 

Kainsbakke finds show a striking resemblance to 
those encountered at a causewayed enclosure of 
the Michelsberg culture in Bruchsal-Aue in south-
western Germany (Behrends 1991, 29f., Fig. 22; 
Behrends 1996, 66, 70 Abb. 42; Seidel 2013, 209 
Abb. 3; Steppan 2003a, 85ff.; 2003b). At this site, 
more than two dozen pairs of horn cores of aurochs 
were found in numerous places in the ditch seg-
ments, close to the earth bridges that separated 
these features (Fig. 3). Stratigraphical observa-
tions indicate that the horn cores had fallen into 
the ditches and had most likely originally been 
mounted on wooden poles or other wooden con-
structions erected on the earth bridges. A relation-
ship between the Bruchsal-Aue and Kainsbakke 
finds is indicated not only by the context for the 
finds (causewayed enclosure/isolated ditch seg-
ment from a site related to causewayed enclosures) 
and that, in some instances, two pairs of horn cores 
were discovered in the same place at Bruchsal-Aue 
(see Seidel 2013, 209 Fig. 3), but also by the geo-
graphical location of the Bruchsal-Aue enclosure 
at one end of a long-distance route leading directly 
northwards to Denmark (Fig. 4). This route can 
be shown to have functioned as a corridor for the 
transmission of rituals related to enclosures, as 
expressed in specific architectural traits only evi-
dent at enclosures constructed along it. The route 
is, furthermore, apparent from a map showing the 
distribution of enclosures built between 3750-3500 
BC – the period when enclosure construction was 
introduced into the TRB of southern Scandinavia 
(Klassen 2014a, 223ff.). The two pairs of horn cores 
of aurochs found at Kainsbakke potentially confirm 
the importance of this corridor for the transmis-
sion of ritual knowledge from central Europe. The 
horn cores from Bruchsal-Aue are dated to around 
4000 BC or slightly later (38th century BC: Steppan 
2003a, 38ff.), possibly indicating a central European 
origin of the rite encountered at Kainsbakke. 

The excavator of the Michelsberg enclosure 
proposed several possible interpretations of these 
finds (Behrends 1991, 30): They could have served 
as symbols of power, as a delimitation of a sacred 
zone or as ritual protection against danger. Later 
suggestions by Steppan (2003b, 125ff.) and Seidel 
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(2013, 210) identify the horn cores as trophies that 
might have been deposited in some form of com-
munal act. The placing of the horn cores on the 
earth bridges separating the individual segments of 
the enclosure ditch, which functioned as symbolic 
border between the worlds of the living and the 
dead (Klassen/Knoche 2019), clearly lends support 
to the idea that they were intended to act as ritual 
protection against potentially harmful spirits at 
the transition between these two worlds. At Kains-
bakke, the horn cores were found inside an isolated 
ditch segment, which however also constituted 
part of a symbolic border between the two worlds 
comparable to a segmented enclosure ditch (see 

below). They may therefore originally have been 
placed beside pit A47. There are ethnographical re-
cords of the deposition of cattle horns in the course 
of animistic rites with a comparable meaning from 
the upper Mustang valley in Nepal (pers. comment 
P. Pétrequin; Fig. 5).

With regard to a specific interpretation of the 
deposition of aurochs horns described above, it is 
important to stress that horns of wild and not do-
mestic cattle were involved. Domestic cattle played 
an important role in Neolithic societies across 
many parts of the world following Neolithisation 
in the Near East. It is therefore not surprising to 
find widespread ritual depositions of horns, man-
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Fig. 3  |  Pairs of horn cores of aurochs were deposited in 16 locations at the ends of ditch segments in 
the causewayed enclosure of the Michelsberg culture at Bruchsal-Aue (re-drawn from Behrends 1996).
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▲  Fig. 4  |  The distribution of causewayed enclo-
sures built between 3750 and 3500 BC and enclo-
sures with a specific type of entrance construction 
(Sarup-type entrance screen) reveals the exist-
ence of an enclosure-related long-distance route 
leading from southwestern Germany directly to 
southern Scandinavia. The enclosures/enclosure-
related sites of Bruchsal-Aue and Kainsbakke are 
located at either end of this route (from Klassen 
2014a, with additions).

►  Fig. 5  |  In the upper Mustang valley in Nepal, 
complete pairs of cattle horns are deposited ac-
cording to the animistic/shamanistic Bon tradi-
tion. These serve as offerings to the gods and spir-
its and as ghost traps. Photo: Pierre Pétrequin.
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dibles or other parts of domestic cattle in a wide 
range of contexts – including pit A47 at Kains-
bakke (Wincentz this vol., Fig. 16.1), where several 
horn cores of domestic cattle were deposited in a 
heap. There is a potential contemporaneous Danish 
parallel at the late TRB site of Lidsø (Hatting 1978, 
200f.; Davidsen 1978, 42 no. 23, Fig. 13), which may 
represent an as yet unrecognised enclosure. These 
and other depositions or examples of ritual use of 
cattle should not, however, be confused with the 
specific use of horns of aurochs, as the distinction 
between domestic and wild animals was of great 
importance to Neolithic societies (Hodder 1990).

The importance placed on animal mandibles 
for deposition in pit A47 at Kainsbakke (Wincentz 
this vol., Fig. 15) is also worth noting. A compa-
rable significance is evident in PWC graves on 
the island of Gotland (Janzon 1974, 40ff.), but is 
also apparent from graves of the EBC (Sørensen 
2016b, 4) and other Mesolithic cultures (Schul-
ting 1996, 338f.). Furthermore, at least two cases of 
nun-funerary deposition of mandibles are known 
from Late Mesolithic EBC and earliest Neolithic 
TRB contexts in Denmark (Sludegård Sømose: Al-
brectsen 1955; Noe-Nygaard/Richter 1990; Ebbe-
sen 2016; and Syltholm: Sørensen 2016a; 2016b; 
2018). On the other hand, nothing comparable is 
known from the (developed) TRB (the conspicu-
ously frequent finds of human mandibles at cause-
wayed enclosures (e.g., Andersen, N.H. 1997, 54 
Fig. 59, 62; Boas 2001, 6 Fig. 4) can be disregarded 
in this respect). It therefore appears that the spe-
cial emphasis placed on mandibles may be a trait 
bound up with hunter-gatherer societies and cos-
mology that points to northeastern influences and 
contacts as the background for the depositions 
observed at Kainsbakke. 

In the ethnographical record (at least regarding 
bear rituals), mention is almost exclusively made of 
special treatment of the skulls, not the mandibles, 
even though there are some examples of the latter 
(Zvelebil 2003b, 67). The emphasis placed on the 
mandibles may therefore be a custom that, at least 
to some degree, was regionally rooted in southern 
Scandinavia. The discovery of 17 mandibles of wild 
boar from the very end of the EBC or possibly the 

earliest TRB at Sludegård Sømose in eastern Funen 
is of special interest in this respect. The mandibles 
show characteristic manmade holes, which are in-
terpreted by the authors referred to above as result-
ing from the removal of the bone marrow. How-
ever, as pointed out by M. Degerbøl (in Albrectsen 
1955, 7), this method of bone-marrow extraction by 
making holes is unusual and differs from the usual 
practice of smashing of the entire lower edge of 
the mandibles, as seen in other Danish examples. 
This may be of interest when evaluating this find 
in the context of an animistic ritual. The Ainu of 
Hokkaido practised a special bear-sending ritual, 
in course of which a hole was made in a specific 
place in the cranium to allow the soul of the animal 
to leave its body (Masuda 2006, 212f.; Fitzhugh/
Dubreuil 1999). It could be considered whether the 
traces observed on the Sludegård Sømose mandi-
bles may indicate similar ideas. But the latter could 
hardly have related to the souls of the animals, as 
this is most likely to have been associated with 
the cranium. Irrespective of its precise meaning, 
it is obvious that mandibles were associated with 
specific ideas involved in the rites performed at 
Kainsbakke. The fact that similar observations are 
particularly frequent in relation to EBC hunter-
gatherers and PWC groups on Gotland hints at an 
animistic background for the underlying ideas that 
is related to hunter-gatherer societies. 

In summary, it can be concluded that there is a 
massive body of evidence for the performance of 
animistic/shamanistic rituals at Kainsbakke, which 
have clear roots in hunter-gatherer societies in 
northern Eurasia and which, in some cases, are also 
known from the prehistoric hunter-gatherers of the 
EBC in southern Scandinavia. At the same time, 
there is evidence for animistic/shamanistic rituals 
rooted in Neolithic societies and specifically linked 
to causewayed enclosures of the related Michels-
berg and TRB cultures. The incorporation of parts 
of domestic animals into these rites, as well as the 
fact that they were carried out in conjunction with 
the reuse of a TRB ditch segment at Kainsbakke, 
further indicates that the ritual activity had been 
adapted to the creolised farmer-hunter-gatherer 
cosmology of the local PWC.
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1.5 Genetic information 
Genetic information on the PWC on Djursland 
is only available for a single individual, an older 
woman, whose remains were found in pit A47 at 
Kainsbakke (Allentoft this vol.). Direct 14C dating 
of an upper mandible of this person gave an age 
just around 3000 BC (Philippsen et al. this vol.), 
and the possibility can therefore not be excluded 
that the individual belonged to the TRB. However, 
given the total lack of TRB material in the pit it 
seems unlikely that the mandible is a “leftover” 
from previous TRB activity here. The haplogroup 
points to TRB, and not (eastern) Swedish PWC, 
populations as her ancestors (see Skogslund et al. 
2012; 2014; Malmström et al. 2009; 2015; Mittnik 
et al. 2018). However, a single analysis is obviously 
not statistically significant, and the presence of 
PWC people from the Baltic during the PWC on 
Djursland must also be considered. The perforated 
cockle shells found in pit A47 (Wincentz this vol.) 
are items of personal adornment and these specific 
artefacts have also been found around the arms or 
ankles of the deceased in PWC graves on the island 
of Gotland (Janzon 1974, 99f., Fig. 29). The Kains-
bakke examples are the only ones of their kind 
known outside the PWC community on Gotland 
and, given their character, they may indicate the 
presence of Gotlandic PWC people at Kainsbakke. 
It is unfortunately not possible to confirm or refute 
this option directly through provenance analyses, 
because the origin of the cockle shells cannot be 
traced using currently available scientific methods. 

1.6 Appearances and reality: The nature of 
the PWC group on Djursland
At first glance, the PWC community in northeast-
ern Djursland, with its coast-bound settlement 
pattern and material culture dominated by PWC 
types, resembles (eastern) Swedish PWC groups. 
However, as is apparent from the above overview, 
this first impression is deceptive. A closer look 
reveals the presence of strong TRB elements in 
the local PWC community, and some of these can 
be characterised as a TRB heritage. This is true 
for both ritual aspects, like the continued use of 

TRB megalithic tombs and ritual sites (cause-
wayed enclosures and sites related to causewayed 
enclosures), and economic aspects, specifically the 
dominant role of cattle herding in the economy. 
The continued use of tombs and ritual sites, in par-
ticular, indicates population continuity from the 
TRB, an observation that is not contradicted by 
the available genetic information, which is unfor-
tunately not statistically significant. Furthermore, 
the settlement pattern and land-use signal not only 
a TRB heritage, but also that these aspects of PWC 
life in northeastern Djursland followed contempo-
raneous large-scale trends in the development of 
TRB groups in neighbouring regions of Jutland and 
Zealand. Even some aspects of the material culture 
(clay discs, thick-butted flint axes and flat-based 
pottery) were either inherited from the TRB or fol-
low the development evident in contemporaneous 
TRB groups. This use of material culture, especially 
the great frequency of flat-based pottery, hints at 
a Djursland PWC identity that must be character-
ised as being truly creolised, as opposed to being 
a bricolage, where elements in some fields are de-
rived from Swedish PWC groups, while those in 
other fields originate from TRB ancestors and con-
temporaneous TRB groups. This is evident from a 
closer examination of both the economy and ritual 
behaviour. Cattle herding and agriculture indicate 
TRB roots, but, at the same time, the hunting (and 
gathering, as reflected in the molluscs) aspect of 
the Djursland PWC economy is emphasised and 
the agricultural aspect downsized relative to the 
TRB. The local, creolised identity of the Djursland 
PWC is evident even within the hunting compo-
nent of its economy, as this (in contrast to eastern 
Swedish PWC groups) includes a strong terrestrial 
aspect, reflected in the large proportion of red deer 
bones. Furthermore, by being represented by only 
12-14% of the mammal remains at the permanently 
inhabited settlements of Kainsbakke and Kirial 
Bro, the iconic PWC practice of sealing appears 
to have been reduced to an activity of only sec-
ondary economic importance. Seal hunting may 
on the other hand have played an important role 
in the self-perception of the local community (see 
Makarewicz/Pleuger this vol.). 
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A closer look at ritual activity during the PWC 
on Djursland reveals a similar combination of TRB 
and PWC elements. The deposition of selected, 
and in some cases exotic, imported bones of ani-
mals was clearly rooted in animistic and shaman-
istic rites derived from northern Eurasian hunter-
gatherers. However, bones of domestic animals 
were integrated in this ritual activity too, and the 
deposition of horn cores of aurochs is a custom 
derived from the Neolithic Michelsberg culture. 
Furthermore, the rituals were conducted within a 
TRB ritual structure, and in a manner known from 
TRB groups (involving recutting of features) but 
not seen in the prehistoric or recent/sub-recent 
hunter-gatherer groups of northern Eurasia.

It can be concluded that the PWC on Djursland 
represents a truly creolised group that created its 
own social identity through an intimate combi-
nation of TRB and (eastern Swedish) PWC ele-
ments in all aspects of life. The result was equally 
dissimilar from both – a fact not reflected in its 
name, due to a focus on material culture and a 
monothetic concept of culture. Other PWC groups 
in southwestern Sweden, and in the northeastern 
parts of Jutland, possibly underwent a similar pro-
cess. In course of this, the individual groups re-
flected in different PWC activity zones may well 
have each created their own individual identity, 
as for instance indicated by the slightly divergent 
pottery traditions, with more pointed-based and 
correspondingly fewer flat-based pottery vessels in 
western Sweden. The archaeological evidence for 
all these regions is, however, insufficient to permit 
a thorough comparison with Djursland. 

The Kainsbakke site is unique as a ritual place with 
possible significance for groups on both sides of the 
Kattegat (see below), as indicated by the numerous 
non-local animal remains found there; a fact that 
would certainly have impacted on the self-percep-
tion of its inhabitants. This uniqueness is without 
doubt rooted in preceding TRB times as demon-
strated by the singular concentration and design of 
ritual sites with ditch segments and an unparalleled 
depositional landscape (see below and Rasmussen et 
al. this vol.) within a region of very restricted size. To 
understand PWC developments in the area, and the 

culture’s specific identity, it is therefore necessary to 
investigate why the region already stood out in the 
late Early and early Middle Neolithic. 

2 Why Kainsbakke? The site and its 
surroundings in the late Early and 
early Middle Neolithic
The enormous size of the settlement and the 
unique character of the PWC deposition in pit A47 
alone indicate that Kainsbakke had an extraordi-
nary significance in the Kattegat region in the early 
3rd millennium BC. Nothing comparable is known 
from the Danish side of the Kattegat and probably 
never existed, as a PWC site of this size and finds 
density would have been recognised long ago (the 
Kainsbakke site itself has been known for more 
than a century. Its absence from Becker’s (1951) 
catalogue is probably due to inaccurate and in-
complete information regarding site 26 “Enslev” 
(Becker 1951, 176). The description given for this 
site may well at least partly relate to Kainsbakke). 
On the Swedish side, the PWC settlement com-
plex at Jonstorp (Lidén 1940), given its size, has 
also played an important role, though the precise 
character of this cannot be described at the present 
state of research. The strontium isotope analyses of 
selected faunal remains from Kainsbakke confirm 
the supra-regional importance of this site, by dem-
onstrating a foreign origin for a surprising number 
of bones, which probably had been brought from 
different parts of western Sweden and other parts 
of Denmark (Klassen et al. this vol.). The number 
of identified, imported archaeological objects is, 
on the other hand, comparatively small (Wincentz 
this vol.; Blank et al. this vol.). This may indicate 
that the special significance of Kainsbakke was, as 
described above, related to animistic ritual. 

2.1 The landscape setting of the 
Kainsbakke site
The question that immediately arises from these 
observations is why was a site like Kainsbakke 
established where it was? To find an answer, it 
is necessary to look at the landscape setting and 
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history of the site and region within which it was 
located. Figure 6 is a LiDAR-scan of northeastern 
Djursland. It reveals some remarkable topographi-
cal features that doubtless constituted parts of a 
Neolithic narrative describing a landscape of great 
ritual significance. It is important in this regard 
to remember that travelling by boat must have 
been by far the easiest way to move around in this 
landscape, especially in a time when the pollen 
data indicate regeneration and closing of the for-
ests. The ritually deposited animal bones that have 
been brought across the sea, and the increased, 
perhaps partly symbolic, focus on maritime food 
resources in the PWC, underline the importance 
that waterborne transportation must have had in 
both profane and ritual contexts. 

Northeastern Djursland stands out from the 
coastline of eastern Jutland already from a great 
distance when approaching from the sea (see Ras-
mussen this vol., Figs. 36 and 39). The chalk cliffs 
of Sangstrup constitute a distinctive landmark and 
may have had ritual importance due to their white 
colour alone (on the importance of the colour 
white in the Neolithic of southern Scandinavia: 
cf. Klassen/Knoche 2019). Furthermore, this chalk 
cliff, and the neighbouring, higher moraine cliff 
of Gjerrild, were sources of high-quality flint and 
therefore an important resource in Neolithic life, 
although it was not possible to reach Kainsbakke 
directly by boat when approaching from this part 
of Djursland. The remarkable valley that, from 
its mouth at present-day Veggerslev, near Gjer-

Veggerslev

Kainsbakke

Gjerrild Klint

5 km0

Fig. 6  |  LiDAR scan of northeastern Djursland. The coastline reflecting the maximum extent of the Lit-
torina Sea and the distribution of major areas of bog/swamp are indicated. With regard to the precise 
course of the coastline during the Neolithic, see discussion in text.
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rild Klint, extends 6 km southwards, directly to 
Kainsbakke (Fig. 6), was a bog or swamp in the 
Neolithic that could hardly have been traversed 
by boat (Rasmussen this vol.). Approaching Kains-
bakke by water was only possible from the south, 
either following the wide Kolindsund Fjord from 
its mouth to the east or approaching from the 
central parts of Djursland to the west. From the 
present-day village of Enslev, a very distinctive, 
narrow steep-sided valley led first to the N-NE 
and then made a sharp turn to the west. This val-
ley was part of Kolindsund Fjord and ended at the 
southern shore of the Kainsbakke holm, exactly 
where pit A47 was located. Sailing into this nar-
row fjord must have been a very special experi-
ence, not least for foreigners, because the constant 
turning of the waterway, in combination with the 
rather steep-sided and probably forest-clad banks, 
would have limited the field of view, leading to 
the constant impression of a voyage into the un-
known. The journey by boat along this 3 km long 
branch of Kolindsund would most certainly have 
been part of the ritual narrative of the Kainsbakke 
site. While it could be reached by boat from the 
south, it would have been virtually inaccessible 
from any other direction, because the holm on 
which Kainsbakke is located was surrounded on 
all other sides by a c. 250-400 m wide stretch of 
swamps and bogs that were connected to the val-
ley running towards Veggerslev/Gerrild Klint in 
the north (Fig. 6). The only exception was a high 
and very steep-sided ridge to the east, which was 
only separated from the low Kainsbakke holm by a 
narrow channel through which a small stream ran. 
Water or swamps/bogs therefore surrounded the 
Kainsbakke holm on all sides, and it consequently 
appeared like an island. The fjord and bogs border-
ing this island were themselves delimited by rather 
steep cliffs rising to c. 30 m above the low-lying 
wetlands and limiting the view from the holm. 

2.2 A TRB ritual superstructure
It is not hard to imagine that this extraordinary 
landscape setting alone would have resulted in a 
special ritual status for the Kainsbakke “island” 

and its nearest surroundings, and this is exactly 
what has been found archaeologically, with an 
unprecedented concentration of TRB ritual sites 
in the area. As described by Rasmussen et al. 
(this vol.), an actual causewayed enclosure has 
been identified on the Skærvad promontory c. 
1 km to the west of pit A47, and visible from it. 
In the opposite direction, another causewayed 
enclosure was possibly located on the steep-sided 
ridge across the minor stream separating it from 
the Kainsbakke plateau (termed Kainsbakke IV, 
see below), only a few hundred metres away. On 
the Kainsbakke holm itself, or more precisely at 
the top of its southern slope bordering the fjord 
(Wincentz this vol., Fig. 5), a ritual structure re-
lated to causewayed enclosures, in the form of a 
linear arrangement of pits or ditch segments, in-
cluding pit A47, was constructed. This provided 
a linear connection between the Skærvad cause-
wayed enclosure to the west and its suspected 
sibling on the steep-sided Kainsbakke IV ridge to 
the east (Fig. 7). On the latter, four dark, rectan-
gular patches, each measuring c. 4 x 12 m, have 
been observed on aerial photographs and on the 
ground. No excavations have been undertaken 
here, but surface finds of flakes and scrapers in-
dicate activity in PWC times (unpubl., museum 
archive number KHM 11/73, Danish national re-
cord of Sites and Monuments no. 140102-33). To 
the west of these patches, a shell layer contain-
ing finds from the early Middle Neolithic TRB 
(MN A I) was discovered beneath a Bronze Age 
barrow “Fuglhøj” in the late 19th century. A pit 
dating from the same time, and containing parts 
of a human skeleton, was also found under the 
barrow. The topography of the site, which can 
be described as a steep-sided promontory de-
limited by a fjord, bogs and a small stream, the 
dimensions and rectangular outline of the dark 
patches and their location in a position where 
they potentially cut off the promontory, the pit 
containing mollusc shells and human bones 
found within the area possibly enclosed by the 
dark patches and the date for this pit, all point 
towards the presence of a causewayed enclosure 
on the promontory/ridge. 
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The Skærvad enclosure, the row of pits on the 
Kainsbakke holm, including pit A47, as well as the 
pit found under the Fuglhøj barrow and the sus-
pected ditch segments further east, are all located 
precisely on the same linear axis, which extends 
over a distance of c. 2 km, and represent a ritual 
superstructure (Fig. 7). The row of pits/ditch seg-
ments on the Kainsbakke holm indicates that this 
axis probably constituted a symbolic border be-

tween the inner and the outer world, or between 
the world of the living and that inhabited by po-
tentially harmful spirits (regarding the symbolism 
of interrupted rows of pits/segmented ditches: see 
Klassen/Knoche 2019). Crossing this border would 
have been a dangerous undertaking and only pos-
sible on specific occasions that included a ritually 
negotiated safety of passage. The deposition in the 
pit under the Fuglhøj barrow may be a material re-

Fig. 7  |  The causewayed enclosure at Skærvad, to the west, and the possible causewayed enclosure on 
the Kainsbakke IV ridge, to the east, were linked by a row of pits, five of which have been demonstrated 
on the Kainsbakke holm and one under the Fuglehøj barrow on the Kainsbakke IV ridge to the west of 
the suspected enclosure ditches. Pit A47, which is one of the five pits on the Kainsbakke holm, and the 
pit under the Fuglhøj barrow, contained human bones and hint at the presence of a c. 2 km long ritual 
superstructure connecting the two definite or likely causewayed enclosures.
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flection of such negotiations. The fjord to the south 
of the Kainsbakke holm was part of the world of the 
living, while the holm itself and the valley to the 
north (see below) were sacred areas. This is indi-
cated by the conspicuous and complete lack of TRB 
finds on the Kainsbakke holm (with the exception 
of a long dolmen – see below), as well as the fact 
that the row of pits was constructed at the top of 
the slope facing towards the fjord. The Kainsbakke 
holm must have been a sacred island in the TRB. 

The long dolmen east of pit A47 is of special 
interest in this regard (Wincentz this vol., Ch. 
2.3.1.4 and Fig. 26). This now completely demol-
ished monument could, given its position, either 

have been a structural part of the symbolic border 
between the two worlds, or it could have been 
located just inside the sacred area. Irrespective of 
which of these two possibilities is correct, it must 
have had an exceptional importance which poten-
tially differed from that of the megalithic tombs 
in other locations. It reinforces the interpretation 
of the Kainsbakke holm as part of the other world 
during the TRB. It is thought-provoking – and 
hardly coincidental – that the huge PWC settle-
ment was placed around this megalithic monu-
ment, which must have been visible during the 
PWC occupation. The same appears also to have 
been the case at Kirial Bro (see above).
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Fig. 8  |  The distribution of TRB wetland depositions (TN I – MN A II) in northeastern Djursland 
reveals a remarkable concentration in the boggy valley, between the Kainsbakke holm and the then 
mouth of the valley at the Kattegat by present-day Veggerslev. The coastline reflecting the maximum 
extent of the Littorina Sea and the distribution of major areas of bog/swamp are indicated. With re-
gard to the precise course of the coastline during the Neolithic, see discussion in text.
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2.3 A TRB depositional landscape
As indicated above, the sacred area was by no means 
limited to the c. 35-40 ha area of the Kainsbakke 
holm. Dozens of offerings have been made in the 
bogs surrounding Kainsbakke and along the entire 6 
km length of the marshy valley running towards its 
mouth into the Kattegat at Veggerslev (Fig. 8). More 
than 95% of these offerings date from the TRB, and 
more precisely from the period between the end of 
the first half of the Early Neolithic and the Blande-
bjerg phase (EN I-MN A II), i.e. c. 3750-3100/3000 
BC. The depositions therefore largely predate the 
PWC and are contemporaneous with the TRB rit-
ual structures around Kainsbakke. After MN A II, 
these votive depositions ceased almost completely 
and only very few objects can be assigned to the 
remainder of the Middle Neolithic, including the 
SGC (finds not included in Fig. 8). With the possible 
exception of Lille Åmose on Zealand (Koch 1998, 138 
Fig. 106), there is no known/published parallel to 
this exceptional concentration of ritual depositions 
in the Danish TRB, and their linear arrangement 
in a valley is similarly unique. The Åmose deposi-
tions are distributed across a shorter and wider vo-
tive area and are completely dominated by pottery 
rather than the flint axes seen in the case of the 
Kainsbakke-Veggerslev complex (see below). 

The locations of many of these votive finds, most 
of which were unearthed in the course of peat-cut-
ting during, and immediately after, World War II, 
are unfortunately only known approximately (for 
references to those with exact find locations: see 
Vedsted 1986, 71 Fig. 38 with list of finds C on p. 
110f.). While the depositions may therefore have 
been more clustered than is apparent from Figure 8, 
they were certainly distributed throughout the entire 
valley, extending from Kainsbakke to its mouth near 
present-day Veggerslev. Only the area immediately 
north of the Kainsbakke holm is lacking in finds, but 
it cannot be determined whether this reflects prehis-
toric reality or less intense peat-cutting in the area. 

Most of the depositions comprise single thin-
butted flint axes, but pottery was also frequently 
offered. Both pottery and several flint axes have 
been found in a few larger depositions. The largest 
of these, at Veggerslev, contained 17 objects, but 

these were not all deposited at the same time. This 
find is exceptional, not only due to its size, but also 
because the items had obviously been deposited 
on or from some kind of wooden structure, inter-
preted as a sacrificial platform by Becker (1947, 
53ff. find no. 135 Veggerslev Mose 1; Fig. 9). This 
structure was found in 1893 and was located at the 
very mouth of the valley, where it met the Stone 
Age sea, directly beside one of the very few mod-
ern crossings of the valley, which has one of its 

Fig. 9  |  Wooden construction found at the mouth 
of the Veggerslev river valley at Veggerslev in 
1893 (from Becker 1947). This may well have been 
a counterpart to the row of pits evident on the 
Kainsbakke holm and Kainsbakke IV ridge. 
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narrowest points here. On Figures 6, 8 and 10, the 
maximum extent of the Littorina Sea is depicted 
as reconstructed from GIS calculations. According 
to this reconstruction, the northernmost part of 
the valley would have been inundated by the sea 
and depositions here would have taken place in 
open water. Furthermore, the wooden construction 
at Veggerslev described above would have been 
constructed across a narrow fjord. Observations 
regarding the depositions found around Veggers-
lev and, not least, those encountered together 
with the wooden construction indicate, however, 
that the area was a bog/swamp at the time of the 
TRB. Due to a lack of modern geological studies 
it is not possible to determine precisely when the 
maximum extent of the Littorina Sea, as depicted 
here, was reached.

This location at the interface between fjord and 
sacred valley is of great interest, as it constitutes 
a structural parallel to the ritual superstructure at 
Kainsbakke described above. The wooden struc-
ture was erected at the boundary between the 
inner and the outer world and should therefore not 
be considered as a mere wooden platform, but as a 
physical representation of a dividing line between 
the two worlds – the equivalent of the ritual su-
perstructure at Kainsbakke. Unfortunately, nothing 
is known about the former extent of this wooden 
structure and, due to the draining and reclamation 
of the valley, probably nothing of it remains today. 
This is also unfortunate, as a completely different 
interpretation and date for the construction has 
recently been put forward (Madsen, B. in prep.).

2.4 Parallels to the ritual structures and 
sites around Kainsbakke
In design and dimensions, the ritual structures at 
Kainsbakke and Veggerslev, and the sacred stretch 
of landscape enclosed by them, are unparalleled in 
the TRB anywhere within its distribution area. In 
at least three cases (Mølbjerg I and II, Lønt and 
Starup Langelandsvej, Vasagård East and West), 
double causewayed enclosures, which at least in 
general terms can be compared with the situa-
tion at Kainsbakke, are known from the TRB (see 

Klassen 2014a with references and topographical 
maps). These enclosures are, however, located 
much closer to each other than the Skærvad and 
potential Kainsbakke IV sites and no connecting 
structures are evident between them. At Vasagård, 
ritual activity like that undertaken in the Kains-
bakke area can be demonstrated during a second 
phase (construction of palisaded enclosures), 
which is contemporaneous with the PWC activity 
at Kainsbakke (Nielsen et al. 2015). The two ritual 
sites at Vasagård (Vasagård East and West) enclose 
a river valley between them. No depositions or con-
necting structures have, however, been recorded 
in this valley – possibly due to a lack of modern 
human activity, i.e. building work, ploughing etc., 
which could lead to the discovery of archaeological 
remains here. Some stones with cupmarks from 
this area may, however, be Neolithic in date. Even 
if depositions and/or constructions that physically 
connect the two causewayed enclosures/palisaded 
enclosures are actually present here, Vasagård dif-
fers in its design and, not least, its dimensions, 
from the situation in northeastern Djursland. The 
Vasagård river valley is only ca. 100 m wide be-
tween the two ritual sites.

Following on from the review of the Kainsbakke 
area presented above, it is evident that the Kains-
bakke site itself functioned as a sacred place of 
possible supra-regional importance for both the 
TRB and the PWC, and even as a transforma-
tive site, melding elements from both traditions. 
As already mentioned, Kainsbakke is unique in 
a southern Scandinavian context. However, in a 
somewhat larger perspective, it can be compared 
with the Alvastra pile dwelling located in a mire 
close to Omberg in Östergötland, just east of the 
lake Vättern, in central southern Sweden. This site 
mainly consists of vertical piles and horizontal logs 
forming a wooden platform divided into several 
“rooms” comprised of wooden floors with stone-
built hearths. 14C dates and the artefact chronol-
ogy show that its period of use extended from c. 
3350-2750 BC, divided between two main phases: 
an older phase covering MN A I-II and a younger 
phase covering MN A III/IV. With regard to its 
constructional design, the best parallel within the 
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Scandinavian Neolithic is the wooden structure 
at Veggerslev Mose 1, referred to above. The finds 
from Alvastra are abundant and include artefacts 
made of flint (burnt and unburnt), clay/pottery, 
stone, bone, tooth, amber, antler and plant fibres, 
in addition to charred cereal grains, hazelnuts, ap-
ples etc. The bone assemblage contains both do-
mestic and wild animal species, as well as burnt 
and unburnt human bones (Browall 2011; 2016).

The pile dwelling itself is divided into two sec-
tions, joined by a wooden footbridge. The western 
section is predominantly from the TRB, while the 
eastern part is related to the PWC. In the part of 
southern Sweden, where the Alvastra pile dwell-
ing is located, the TRB was replaced by the PWC 
at the end of MN A. A possible explanation for 
the pile dwelling is that it not only functioned as 
a ritual site but was also a place for cultural nego-
tiation in a time characterised by ideological and 
social change. As the PWC became absolute in the 
area, the pile dwelling lost its function and was 
therefore abandoned (Browall 2016: 163ff). Apart 
from this end result, the situation in Östergötland, 
and further north in east-central Sweden, is some-
what comparable to that on Djursland, where the 
TRB was replaced by the PWC during/after MN 
A II. The same also appears to be true for most of 
the Swedish west coast (Edenmo et al. 1997, 152ff.; 
Persson 1998). TRB influences were, however, far 
more profound on Djursland than in southern and 
central Sweden and the PWC only lasted a few 
centuries. That said, both Kainsbakke and Alvastra 
show ritual and cultural continuity from the TRB 
to the PWC and clearly express the need for special 
sites with far-reaching contacts to cope with the 
significant cultural changes that took place at the 
beginning of the 3rd millennium BC. 

A structural (in terms of a symbolic barrier cut-
ting off an entire stretch of the landscape) and di-
mensional parallel to the situation in northeastern 
Djursland is known from the European Neolithic. 
The famous rows of menhirs at Carnac in Morbi-
han, Brittany, survive today to a length of 3 km, but 
probably originally extended over c. 10 km. They 
follow the coastline and constituted a symbolic 
barrier between the sea (the outer world, thought 

to be inhabited by dangerous creatures symbolised 
by the engravings of sperm whales on some steles) 
and the inner world in the interior of the country 
during the 5th millennium BC (Cassen 2009; 2014).

2.5 The flint resources of northeastern 
Djursland and their importance for the 
Kainsbakke site 
In addition to the extraordinary topography of the 
area, the abundant depositions of, in particular, 
flint axes in the valley leading from Kainsbakke to 
Veggerslev provide an explanation for the extraor-
dinary situation evident in northeastern Djursland. 
The finds not only comprise finished (polished and 
unpolished) thin-butted axes, but also a considerable 
number of axe roughouts. A map of the distribu-
tion of these roughouts, and of pottery depositions, 
reveals a distinct spatial pattern (Fig. 10). Pottery 
depositions have only been recorded in the nar-
row, northern part of the valley, while the broader, 
southern part is devoid of finds in this category. 
Roughouts for flint axes have been recorded in the 
same area as the pottery depositions, but also show 
a remarkable concentration in the bogs surrounding 
the Kainsbakke site. Kainsbakke itself, and probably 
its immediate surroundings (ritual sites on neigh-
bouring hills), is thereby connected with the pro-
duction of flint axes in the TRB. It is remarkable 
that a comparable link between Kainsbakke and the 
flint resources in Gjerrild Klint can be demonstrated 
for the succeeding PWC. This is evident from the 
ritual emphasis on flint-axe production at Kains-
bakke, reflected in the finds recovered from pit A47 
(Wincentz this vol.), where roughouts for axes are 
clearly overrepresented, and in the massive presence 
of PWC sites at Gjerrild (Rasmussen et al. this vol.). 
The Neden Skiden Enge site, close to both the mouth 
of the Veggerslev river valley and Gjerrild Klint, also 
testifies to the (probably large-scale) production of 
flint artefacts (cylindrical blade cores) using local 
flint during the PWC (Rasmussen this vol.).

Control of these important sources of high-
quality flint suited to the production of flint axes 
gave power to the local Neolithic community via 
the privileged position in exchange networks which 
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resulted from this control. As is apparent from 
the high concentration of TRB ritual sites around 
Kainsbakke, as well as the extraordinary number 
and spatial patterning of contemporaneous deposi-
tions in the valley leading from Kainsbakke almost 
to Gjerrild Klint, rituals played a very important 
role in this control. These were probably, at least 
in part, directed at beliefs relating to the chthonic 
powers, with which any extraction of flint nodules 
from the substratum or cliff sides would have in-
terfered, and which would have to be dealt with 
in order to ensure the ritual safety of the commu-
nity. Offerings of flint axes and roughouts for such 

axes in bogs constituted irreversible acts involving 
the return of some of the material taken from the 
control of the chthonic powers and may, in flint-
mining areas, have been a necessity to ensure the 
ritual safety of future mining operations. 

Ritual knowledge was a powerful tool for single 
individuals or groups in controlling and restricting 
access to the flint resources, as also seen in rela-
tion to greenstone mining in New Guinea (Pétre-
quin/Pétrequin 2006, 291ff.). For the same reason, 
 Becker’s original (1951) conclusion that the PWC 
finds in Denmark represent traces of people from 
Sweden on hunting and flint collection excursions 

Fig. 10  |  The distribution of depositions of pottery and roughouts for thin-butted flint axes in north-
eastern Djursland reveals a distinct spatial pattern. Depositions of axe roughouts in the bogs sur-
rounding the Kainsbakke site tie the latter to the flint deposits in Gjerrild Klint at the other end of the 
valley connecting the two locations. The coastline reflecting the maximum extent of the Littorina Sea 
and the distribution of major areas of bog/swamp are indicated. With regard to the precise course of 
the coastline during the Neolithic, see discussion in text.
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is not feasible. The local community, who controlled 
these valuable resources, would certainly have de-
nied access to the flint-rich areas. Powerful ritual 
beliefs alone may also have prevented foreigners 
from daring to extract flint nodules themselves. 

There can be little doubt that the occurrence 
of comparably easily accessible high-quality flint 
in Gjerrild Klint formed the background for the 
special character of northeastern Djursland in TRB 
and PWC times. The fact that a TRB ritual centre 
was established around Kainsbakke at some dis-
tance from the actual flint sources can probably 
be explained by its protected, easily accessible lo-
cation in a remarkable, ritually-laden topographi-
cal setting. Furthermore, natural grazing grounds 
were available on meadows close to the branch 
of Kolindsund Fjord that lead to the Kainsbakke 
holm – a factor of great economic importance for 
the cattle-herding TRB and PWC societies. 

As described above, the emergence of the PWC 
in the region at the same time marks both a con-
tinuity in the use of the TRB ritual sites around 
Kainsbakke and several megalithic tombs, and a 
discontinuity. The latter relates, not least, to the 
Kainsbakke holm itself. From being a sacred island 
belonging to the spirits of the other world during 
the TRB, it developed into one of the largest, or 
even the largest, settlement in the Kattegat region, 
presumably within a very short period of time. The 
unusual dimensions of the ritual structures around 
the Kainsbakke area apparently became directly 
translated into the size of the succeeding settle-
ment, which may well have attracted inhabitants 
from outside Djursland. Nevertheless, the shift 
in the use of sacred areas around 3000 BC, seg-
regated from the world of the living by symbolic 
borders, is not specific to the Kainsbakke region. 
It is seen at many causewayed enclosures, which, 
in the late TRB (MN A V) constituted the loci of 
huge settlements on which people from the sur-
rounding areas moved together. The discontinuity 
at the same time in the custom of votive deposi-
tions in bogs is also something that relates to the 
entire TRB distribution area, and not only to the 
valley north of Kainsbakke. Both developments 
mark large-scale developments in the Neolithic of 

southern Scandinavia. The reason for choosing the 
sacred island of Kainsbakke as the location for the 
central PWC settlement, rather than a site closer 
to the flint deposits in Gjerrild Klint, is therefore 
directly linked to both the local biography of the 
site and to supra-regional developments.

According to L. Klassen and B. Knoche (2019), 
causewayed enclosures in the TRB represent sacred 
areas in which the dispersed population of the TRB 
assembled on rare occasions and commemorated 
the village life and immigration of their Danubian 
ancestors, as passed down in founding myths for 
dozens of generations. The interior of the enclo-
sures was thereby connected in the imagination 
of the participants with the huge settlements on 
which large groups of people lived together. What 
is observed at Kainsbakke, and several other TRB 
causewayed enclosures around 3000 BC, is there-
fore the decision by previously dispersed groups 
to move together and to live like their ancestors in 
the founding myths. 

The valley between Kainsbakke and the Kattegat 
coast near Gjerrild is devoid of PWC finds in the 
early 3rd millennium BC, and no ritual depositions 
dating from the PWC are known from the valley. 
Furthermore, with a single exception, no other 
PWC finds have been recorded from the valley 
itself or from an area extending several kilometres 
out on either side of it (Rasmussen et al. this vol., 
Figs. 1-4). The absence of isolated projectile points 
is particularly striking, as this area would certainly 
have been a good hunting ground, for example for 
waterfowl. It therefore appears that, contrary to the 
Kainsbakke site, it was avoided for profane activi-
ties. This indicates that it was probably still con-
sidered to be the realm of the spirits of the other 
world, but the way of dealing with these spirits 
had changed (i.e. as shown by the discontinuity 
of depositions). Isolated examples of depositions 
from the SGC, such as the rare amphora at Veg-
gerslev III (Becker 1947, 58 Fig. 14), demonstrate 
a continuity in the ritual significance of the valley 
even beyond the PWC period. 

The importance of the flint resources in Gjer-
rild Klint for the development of the Neolithic 
communities on Djursland is also apparent from 
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the distribution of finds from the late SGC, c. 
2500-2350 BC (Fig. 11) and Bell Beaker cultures 
(BBC), c. 2350-2000 BC (Fig. 12). Both show 
marked clusters in northeastern Djursland and 
reflect Neolithic social groups which created their 
own local identities and differentiated themselves 
from surrounding groups by an active use of ma-
terial culture and modes of burial. Comparable 
and contemporaneous developments can be ob-
served in the equally flint-rich Limfjord region 
in northern Jutland (Vandkilde 1996, 275ff.). In 
contrast to the TRB and PWC, the distribution of 
these later Neolithic local groups is centred on the 
Gjerrild area itself (SGC), or the Hemmed region 
immediately to the west (BBC). The Kainsbakke 
area had obviously lost its ritual and possibly 
economic importance at this time. This may be 
at least partly explained by new types of agricul-
ture, including more intensive cultivation of cere-
als, which began in the late SGC and continued 
through the Late Neolithic into the Bronze Age. 
Massive clearance of woodland now took place in 

the region, as demonstrated by the sand-covered 
settlements of the Hemmed region immediately 
west of Gjerrild (Boas 1993). These newly-created 
agricultural areas may have made the Neolithic 
communities less dependent on the natural graz-
ing grounds around Kainsbakke. 

3 Kainsbakke and the Pitted Ware 
culture on Djursland in a wider 
geographical context
The PWC activity zone on Djursland is the only 
part of the Danish PWC distribution area to have 
adequate data permitting the reliable absolute 
dating of the PWC that is a precondition for put-
ting the cultural development in a wider cultural 
context. According to the available evidence, the 
PWC on Djursland emerged during the late 31st 
century BC and disappeared by around 2700 BC, 
at the latest, and possibly already around 2800 BC. 
The huge ritual deposition in pit A47 at Kains-
bakke, which probably reflects a single event, took 
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Fig. 11  |  The distribution of graves of the late 
SGC culture on Djursland. The area close to 
Gjerrild Klint shows a minor but distinct con-
centration.

Fig. 12  |  The distribution of finds of the Bell 
Beaker culture on Djursland. The area immedi-
ately to the west of Gjerrild Klint shows a marked 
concentration. 
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place towards the very end of the 29th century 
BC (Philippsen et al. this vol.; Wincentz this vol.). 

Large parts of the European Neolithic are charac-
terised by cultural change involving developments 
of considerable geographical extent during the 
period in question. This relates to the PWC itself, 
but also the late TRB, Globular Amphora culture 
(GAC) and the Corded Ware culture (CWC), in its 
regional variants, the SGC and Battle-Axe culture 
(BAC). The role and importance of the local pre-
ceding TRB for the development of, in particular, 
the Kainsbakke site has already been emphasised. 
However, as apparent from Wincentz (this vol.), all 
the supra-regional cultural groups referred to above 
have played some role in the regional development 
of the PWC. Consequently, the local TRB heritage 
is only one factor in a much more complex situa-
tion, which will be explored in the following.

3.1 The emergence of the Pitted Ware 
culture on Djursland
As described above, the PWC on Djursland can best 
be understood as a creolised group with elements 
derived from the Swedish PWC, the late TRB in 
neighbouring regions (including GAC elements) and 
the local TRB substrate. Iversen et al. (in prep.) have 
analysed the absolute chronology of the PWC across 
its entire distribution area. Based on their study, it 
can be concluded that the PWC appeared 300-400 
years earlier in eastern Sweden than on Djursland/
in Denmark. Genetic (Skogslund et al. 2012; 2014; 
Malmström et al. 2012; 2015) and dietary informa-
tion (Eriksson 2004; Eriksson et al. 2008; Lidén/
Eriksson 2007; Fornander et al. 2008) indicates that 
the emergence of the culture in eastern Sweden was 
due to an immigration of seal hunters from possibly 
either the eastern Baltic or northern Scandinavia, 
and therefore the result of a different process to that 
observed on Djursland. Why then did the PWC fi-
nally emerge on Djursland and why did this occur 
around or shortly before 3000 BC? In order to an-
swer this question, it is necessary to bear in mind 
the geographical orientation of the cultural relations 
of Djursland in the preceding period, as well as the 
development and character of the late TRB.

3.1.1 The geographical orientation of cultural 
relations on Djursland in the Late Mesolithic 
and TRB
A closer look at the cultural development in the 
region from the Late Mesolithic EBC onwards re-
veals close relations between Djursland and Zea-
land: Actual graves (as opposed to isolated human 
bones found on settlements) in the EBC are re-
corded from Zealand and Djursland, while they 
are exceedingly rare in other parts of western Den-
mark (Kannegaard Nielsen/Brinch Petersen 1993, 
76). Several artefact types otherwise typical for the 
eastern Danish EBC have been found at EBC sites 
on Djursland (Vængesø and Holmegård: Andersen, 
S.H. 2018). In the Early Neolithic, similar observa-
tions can be made with respect to the distribution 
of a specific type of greenstone axe (Klassen 2014b, 
201 Fig. 2). Furthermore, in the late Early Neolithic, 
Djursland was part of the distribution area of the 
Zealandic Virum group, while the rest of Jutland 
followed a different local development (Madsen, 
T. 1994, 233 Abb. 4).

Contacts between Djursland and western Swe-
den, which appear to have been instrumental in the 
emergence of a PWC group in Djursland, are, on 
the other hand, rather difficult to demonstrate. In 
the Early Neolithic, the island of Anholt, directly 
in the middle between the two areas, was a target 
for people from western Sweden (Vang Petersen 
2004), but nothing comparable can be demonstrat-
ed for Djursland. For northern Jutland in general, 
some connections across the Kattegat to western 
(and southern) Sweden have been described for the 
Middle Neolithic TRB (Ebbesen 1978, 142; 2002; 
see also Furholt 2012), but these are not necessar-
ily relevant for Djursland. At Tustrup, in northern 
Djursland, an unusually large proportion of Middle 
Neolithic TRB pottery is decorated with a specific 
rhombic pattern typical for, and very frequent in, 
western Sweden (pers. comm. A.B. Gebauer). One 
of the two TRB sherds from the demolished long 
dolmen at Kainsbakke (Wincentz this vol., Fig. 
27.2) shows the same type of decoration and con-
firms the impression that this region might have 
been part of a network in the Kattegat region in 
the Middle Neolithic TRB, immediately preceding 
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the PWC. But the impact of this network appears, 
even so, to have been very restricted when com-
pared to relations with Zealand. The emergence of 
a PWC group on Djursland therefore represents a 
new development indicating profound change in 
both local and neighbouring Neolithic societies. 

3.1.2 The development and character of the late 
TRB in South Scandinavia 
Apart from an initial Early Neolithic phase that is 
not relevant for the current discussion, the TRB in 
South Scandinavia can be divided into two main 
stages. The first of these is what could be termed 
the classical TRB, comprising phases EN II to MN 
A I. This stage is characterised by the construction 
and use of causewayed enclosures, the construction 
of megalithic tombs, the production of elaborate, 
highly-decorated pottery and a large number of rit-
ual depositions, especially in bogs. The subsequent 
TRB phase MN A II witnesses the discontinuation 
of most of the defining elements of the preced-
ing period but, given the continued production of 
elaborate and certainly symbolically-charged deco-
rated pottery, is still marked by a certain degree of 
continuity. It represents some form of transitional 
stage between the classic TRB and the subsequent 
second major TRB stage, generally termed the late 
TRB – MN A V or the Store Valby phase (phases 
MN A III/IV are disregarded here as they consti-
tute regional developments). This phase deviates 
decisively from the classic TRB – not only in the 
aspects described above, but also with regard to 
its settlement pattern and material culture. In the 
case of the latter, a few elements, especially clay 
discs, show continuity. However, the remainder 
of the pottery deviates radically from that of the 
preceding phases. This is true for both the (almost 
complete lack of ) decoration and the vessel shapes. 
Whereas the classical TRB, as defined above, is 
characterised by a regional pottery style that devel-
oped at least partly on the basis of inspiration from 
a neighbouring, culturally-related region of rather 
restricted extent (Lorenz 2018), MN A V pottery is 
characterised by vessel shapes (especially the large 
bucket-shaped examples) and decorations that are 
seen across a large part of west- and east-central 

Europe, where they appear up to several hundred 
years earlier than in southern Scandinavia. A com-
prehensive analysis of this development constitutes 
a huge task that is clearly beyond the scope of this 
study. Consequently, only a few examples will be 
briefly mentioned here. 

Tall, bucket-shaped and largely undecorated ves-
sels with a lightly swayed or straight profile are, for 
example, typical for the Horgen culture in the lake 
dwellings of Switzerland and southwest Germany, 
where they appear from c. 3300 BC onwards (e.g., 
Winiger 1981). Decoration is often restricted to a 
single row of deep pits below the rim, sometimes 
in combination with a deep, broad furrow. All 
these elements are familiar from the Store Valby 
pottery of Denmark (Davidsen 1978). Similar ves-
sels are also known from for example the GAC 
in east-central Germany (Beier 1988). One of the 
characteristic decorative elements of GAC pottery, 
hanging triangles, appears both on MN A IV/V 
pottery, where it was recognised as a GAC element 
decades ago (Ebbesen 1975), and in the PWC (see 
Wincentz this vol.). 

The massive influence of central European cul-
tures on southern Scandinavia around 3000 BC 
is not restricted to stylistic elements of the mate-
rial culture. Another manifestation is the appear-
ance of the so-called stone-heap grave custom in 
the northern and western parts of Jutland more 
or less synchronously with the appearance of the 
PWC on Djursland, i.e. during the 31st century 
BC. The double cattle burials (draught teams) that 
accompany individual human burials in this funer-
ary custom constitute a specific regional variant 
of a more widespread focus on cattle burials that 
extends from northwestern Jutland in the north to 
the Carpathian Basin in the south, and as far east 
as the present-day Ukraine (Johannsen/Laursen 
2010). Cultural links are especially evident be-
tween late TRB groups of northwestern Jutland 
and GAC groups to the south and southeast of the 
peninsula – not only with regard to funerary cus-
toms and pottery styles, but also in the exchange 
of stone battle axes and, more significantly, in the 
similarity of their socio-economic strategies and 
settlement/mobility patterns. Just as they shared 
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central symbolic foci in ritual life, they both seem 
also to have had a relatively mobile lifestyle, as-
sociated with a mainly pastoral economic strategy 
(Johannsen et al. 2016; Schroeder et al. 2019; Szmyt 
2017;  Woidich 2014). Although the concrete cul-
tural content and outcome differed substantially, 
the parallels between the transformations that oc-
curred on Djursland and in northwestern Jutland 
are striking in terms of their timing – signalling 
the end of the more unitary, cross-regional TRB 
culture of the megalithic period – and their very 
substantial links to (various) cultural developments 
taking place outside the Jutland peninsula.

The present terminology masks the clear discon-
tinuity between the classical TRB of phases EN II – 
MN A I (II-III/IV) and the late TRB – MN A V, and 
misleadingly camouflages a decisive break in the 
cultural development in the Neolithic of southern 
Scandinavia: A period characterised by a strong 
local identity is followed by one in which external 
influences were accepted to a greater extent. 

3.1.3 Large-scale developments, cultural 
relations and the emergence of the PWC on 
Djursland
The reason for the emergence of the PWC in Den-
mark must partly be sought in internal develop-
ments in TRB society in southern Scandinavia as 
described above, because some aspects that came 
to the fore around 3000 BC in Denmark emerged 
several centuries earlier in other parts of Europe. 
It was the crisis in the TRB that opened the door 
to new ways of defining local identities by incorpo-
rating foreign modes of existence. The emergence 
of the PWC in Denmark is one expression of this 
process. The considerable cultural dynamics devel-
oped at the same time by the expanding GAC are 
another reason for the profound cultural change 
observed, not least, in Denmark. As stated above, 
this is most evident in the northwestern parts of 
the Jutland peninsula but, as is apparent from cer-
tain decorative elements (Wincentz this vol.), also 
affected the emerging PWC in northeastern Jut-
land. The reason why people on Djursland – and 
in other parts of northeastern Jutland, where the 
most profound incorporation of PWC elements 

into local TRB groups can be observed (Iversen 
2010) – partly used the Swedish PWC as model 
in defining their social identity is more difficult to 
understand. A possible explanation is provided by 
the flint resources in northeastern Djursland (and 
in the Limfjord region in northern Jutland). These 
may have formed the basis for exchange relations 
with Gotland/eastern Sweden for centuries prior 
the collapse of the classic TRB. The local TRB may 
therefore have been well acquainted with eastern 
Swedish seal hunters and may have made active use 
of this knowledge in the process of redefining their 
identity around 3000 BC. The perforated cockle 
shells from pit A47 at Kainsbakke, mentioned 
above as potential indicators of the presence of 
people from that eastern Swedish island of Got-
land, could indicate the existence of such links. A 
further, closer look at Gotland reveals clear indica-
tions of contacts with PWC populations in south-
ern Scandinavia, manifested first and foremost by 
the presence of some tanged flint arrowheads of 
types B and C found in the Västerbjers and Visby 
PWC cemeteries: Västerbjers graves 7, 8 and 22, 
Visby grave 4 (Wennersten 1909; Stenberger 1943, 
38, 42ff., plates 11-12, 16, figs. 23-24, 31; Janzon 1974, 
295, plate 24). Even though these tanged arrow-
heads are significant, as they point towards specific 
PWC contacts, the presence of coeval thick-butted 
flint axes and adzes on Gotland further supports 
the southern Scandinavian connection: Medium-
bladed axes are known from Öland and from Visby 
and Västerbjers (graves 7 and 10) on Gotland, and 
thick-butted type B flint axes have also been re-
corded in Väster bjers graves 4, 9, 11, 22 and 62. 
Västerbjers grave 39 also contained an early SGC 
stone battle axe of P.V. Glob’s type B (Stenberger 
1943; Becker 1974, 169f., Fig. 42, Catalogue D. 28-29; 
Nielsen 1979, 54f.). It is of course highly debatable 
whether the battle axe is the result of PWC con-
tacts, though this is not impossible, but its presence 
clearly demonstrates the existence of some kind of 
link between the Jutland peninsula and Gotland in 
the early 3rd millennium BC. These contacts in the 
early 3rd millennium BC were definitely predated 
by links established in the Early Neolithic, as point-
butted and thin-butted southern Scandinavian flint 
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axes are also found on Gotland (Österholm 1997, 
11, 17; 1999). The long-term links with southern 
Scandinavia apparently continued up into the 
later Middle Neolithic, as shown by the presence 
of several large hoards containing as many as 175 
unpolished, semi-finished, thick-butted adzes (pre-
dominantly of the Horneby type) and chisels along 
the coast of Norrland in the county of Västerbotten, 
northeastern Sweden. It is very plausible that these 
northeastern Swedish hoards were, as proposed 
by Becker, the result of PWC contacts, because 
tanged arrowheads (type C) and cylindrical blade 
cores are included in some of them (Becker 1953; 
Knutsson 1986). However, new energy-dispersive 
x-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) analyses of the flint 
adzes found in the Bjurselet hoard indicate that 
these tools, predominantly of Zealand Senonian 
flint, derive from eastern Zealand and not Jutland, 
as was also originally proposed by Becker (Becker 
1953; Malmer 1962, 506-528; Olausson et al. 2012).

The marine environment in the early 3rd millen-
nium BC was characterised by both high salinity 
and high productivity as a result of the Subboreal 
transgression. Investigations on Djursland (Lewis 
2011, 211ff.) have demonstrated a fully marine en-
vironment on a par with that in the Atlantic pe-
riod even in the innermost parts of Kolindsund 
Fjord, where salt- and current-demanding species 
such as oysters flourished at the time of the PWC 
settlement. Even though investigations by Maka-
rewicz and Pleuger (this vol.) and Philippsen et 
al. (this vol.) show that marine food played only a 
comparatively modest role in the economy of the 
PWC on Djursland, this fully marine environment 
may well have been of considerable importance for 
the emergence of the local PWC, and the PWC in 
other parts of Denmark. Coast-bound settlement 
and hunting of marine mammals were probably 
of ideological importance for PWC groups. The 
return of fully marine conditions to Kolindsund 
Fjord (after a period of less marine conditions in 
the early Subboreal) might not have been the im-
mediate reason for the emergence of the PWC, but 
it could have made the PWC way of life attractive 
to the local population and been a precondition 
for the opportunity to make this choice. 

3.2 The major deposition in pit A47 and 
the end of the Pitted Ware culture on 
Djursland
A ritual ceremony of major importance took place 
at Kainsbakke around 2800 BC, in the course of 
which enormous amounts of both waste and 
specifically selected artefacts and animal bones 
were deposited in pit A47. It is possible that this 
deposition marked the end of the settlement, but 
this cannot be demonstrated with certainty. 14C 
dates from some small pits indicate that the set-
tlement might have continued for up to a further 
century or more but did not necessarily do so 
(Philippsen et al. this vol.). It must also be taken 
into consideration that only a very small part of 
the settlement has been excavated. At the time 
of the major deposition in pit A47, the PWC set-
tlement had existed for c. 200-250 years, but a 
typological classification of the PWC pottery or 
flint artefacts into chronological subphases is not 
possible. Which of the artefacts belong to the time 
of the deposition and which constitute waste that 
may have had a considerable age at that time can-
not, therefore, be determined. However, a small 
group of artefacts can be identified as belonging 
to the (early) CWC horizon. These include a neck 
fragment from a greenstone axe (Wincentz this 
vol., Fig. 57.2), two small potsherds (Wincentz 
this vol., Fig. 41) and a straight-sided beaker with 
a protruding foot, which is one of the only ves-
sels deposited in its entirety in the pit (Wincentz 
this vol., Fig. 30.4). The greenstone axe belongs 
either to the early SGC in Jutland or the BAC in 
Sweden, the two sherds were produced locally 
but represent imitations of Swedish BAC pot-
tery and the footed beaker is singular in its shape 
and decoration, but the protruding foot points 
towards the CWC horizon. The only acceptable 
parallel to this vessel, found in a megalithic tomb 
in eastern Jutland, is decorated with a pattern that 
can be linked to the Swedish BAC (Wincentz this 
vol.). All these items thereby indicate a definite or 
possible relationship with the Swedish expression 
of the CWC horizon, while there are no definite 
links with the early SGC in Jutland. This is without 
doubt a reflection of the strong links that existed 
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between the local PWC and western Sweden, and 
of the importance of water as a connecting rather 
than dividing element. 

The fact that links to Sweden are reflected in 
these finds is of particular interest, because the 
development of the PWC in western Sweden took 
a totally different course to that at Kainsbakke, 
on Djursland and in Denmark in general. As 
demonstrated by Wincentz (this vol.), the pot-
tery from Kainsbakke demonstrates a very close 
affiliation with that of the older phase of the large 
PWC settlements at Jonstorp in northwestern 
Scania (phases/sites Jonstorp M and H). While 
the PWC sequence at Kainsbakke concludes 
with this phase, the development continued at 
Jonstorp: The sites of Jonstorp M2 and M3 have 
yielded a pottery inventory dominated by ves-
sel profiles with protruding feet and decoration 
executed with cord impressions (Lidén 1940). In 
other words, the later PWC in western Sweden 
is characterised by the incorporation of CWC/
BAC elements. Finds and features at Kainsbakke, 
and other Danish PWC sites, provide no clues as 
to why this development did not take place here. 
However, the disruptions caused by immigrant 
CWC/SGC groups on the Jutland peninsula rep-
resent an obvious possible explanation for the 
two divergent developments. 

In western and central Jutland, the develop-
ment of the TRB was completely interrupted by 
the formation of the SGC, which appears to have 
been driven, at least in part, by the immigration 
of CWC-related groups from the south (Allentoft 
et al. 2015; Haak et al. 2015). Within a few dec-
ades, beginning around 2850 BC, the SGC had 
spread across most of Jutland’s southern, central 
and northern parts, though it had not reached the 
northernmost tip of the peninsula (Hübner 2005). 
The SGC introduced radically new funerary cus-
toms and material culture (and possibly also lan-
guage – see below) and, as originally envisaged 
by Glob (1945), these far-reaching transformations 
probably did not sit peacefully with all elements 
of the existing population on the peninsula. As 
in other regions, violent conflict is likely to have 
been part of the demographic and cultural chang-

es that took place during this period (Haak et al. 
2008; Iversen 2016a; Schroeder et al. 2019). Nev-
ertheless, while the economic strategies and so-
cial organisation of the SGC deviated significantly 
from those of late TRB communities on Jutland’s 
east coast and the Danish islands, they appear to 
have had much in common with those of the late 
TRB groups that inhabited western and north-
ern parts of the peninsula prior to the SGC (Jo-
hannsen et al. 2016; Kristiansen et al. 2017). This 
partly reflects the fact that the late TRB groups in 
the west (who constructed the stone-heap graves 
mentioned above), and the SGC groups which 
followed them in this area, inhabited a particular 
landscape, which was dominated by relatively flat 
areas with sandy, acidic soils, which lent them-
selves more readily to a pastoral way of life than to 
intensive arable agriculture. Contrary to develop-
ments further east, the early 3rd millennium BC 
brought an increasing opening up of the land-
scape in western and central Jutland, including 
areas with incipient heather (Calluna) heathland, 
all of which was promoted by an economic focus 
on grazing animals (Odgaard 1994).

The PWC never manifested itself as clear and 
independently in eastern Denmark as it did on 
Djursland and in northeastern Jutland. Contem-
poraneous TRB sites have also been located in all 
areas with PWC finds in the eastern parts of the 
country. Throughout most of the 3rd millennium 
BC, the cultural situation in eastern Denmark ap-
pears to have been rather complex. Megalithic 
tombs continued in use and SGC burial customs 
seem to have been almost totally rejected. Only 
very few SGC single graves have been located on 
Zealand and SGC-type battle axes number fewer 
than 100, while there are thousands from Jutland. 
The use of flint adzes seems to indicate a degree of 
influence from the BAC, while PWC influences are 
evident from the continued use of tanged arrow-
heads, including the late SGC type D mainly found 
in the former PWC areas. Given the almost total 
lack of the two defining elements of the SGC – in-
terments in single graves and the prominent posi-
tion of stone battle axes – one can hardly speak of 
the existence of a SGC in eastern Denmark. What 
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we see is rather the incorporation of various SGC, 
BAC and PWC cultural traits into a setting that 
was basically a continuation of TRB norms and 
traditions (Iversen 2015; 2016b).

The reason eastern Denmark so conservatively 
upheld the TRB traditions must – apart from the 
aspects of land-use described above – be found in 
the area’s former position as a “megalithic heartland”, 
which extends back to the mid-4th millennium BC, 
when dolmens and passage graves were constructed 
in very large numbers. However, as the TRB com-
plex came to an end and new CWC/SGC customs 
gained a foothold in northern Europe during the 
early 3rd millennium BC, new material elements, 
such as a limited number of SGC type battle axes and 
profiled cord-ornamented beakers, were adopted in 
eastern Denmark. But even though the artefact types 
changed, the usage and the social contexts in which 
these objects were embedded remained TRB in 
character and the communal megalithic tombs were 
favoured over individual single graves. The result 
was a cultural blend, resulting from a creolisation 
process that was governed by former TRB norms 
but incorporated the use of PWC, SGC and BAC 
material culture. In addition to these developments 
in material culture, changes in language should also 
be considered. The SGC is a likely candidate with 
regard to the introduction of the Indo-European lan-
guage into southern Scandinavia (Iversen/Kroonen 
2017; Kristiansen 2017 et al.). As a consequence, there 
may also have been a language barrier, as well as a 
socio-cultural barrier, between the new SGC com-
munities and the TRB/PWC.

As is evident from this brief overview, north-
eastern Jutland, and with it the PWC distribution 
area on Djursland, was geographically situated in 
a borderland between (at least partly) immigrant, 
pastoral and probably Indo-European-speaking 
SGC communities in western and central Jutland 
and parts of northern Jutland, on one side, and 
traditional, southern Scandinavian farming com-
munities of TRB descent in the southern parts of 
eastern Jutland, and especially in eastern Denmark, 
on the other. These eastern communities in the 
TRB tradition withstood the profound and, in part, 
violent changes that took place in Jutland with only 

minor adjustments. In contrast, PWC societies, at 
least on Djursland, obviously could not cope with 
the changes brought about by the emerging SGC. 
The huge, central settlement at Kainsbakke was 
abandoned and the almost total lack of any finds 
from the subsequent 200-300 years in the PWC 
distribution area on Djursland may well indicate 
an exodus of the population from this region. A 
combination of a mobile, pastoral lifestyle with 
archaeologically invisible funeral customs (as in the 
PWC) could also explain the lack of finds from the 
period in question. As demonstrated by the early 
SGC in its core area in western and central Jutland, 
settlements are almost impossible to identify under 
such circumstances. However, the pollen data in-
dicate the existence of dense forest on Djursland 
during this period (Aaby 1985, 70), thereby con-
tradicting the assumption of a pastoral lifestyle.

It is tempting to assume, but not possible to 
demonstrate, that the dramatic decision to aban-
don the central settlement at Kainsbakke is reflect-
ed in the major deposition undertaken in pit A47. 

Following the “dark age” between 2800/2700 and 
2500 BC, cultural developments on Djursland ap-
pear to return to following those of eastern Den-
mark, which at that time were characterised by 
limited and late SGC influences. The four SGC 
burials recorded in the former PWC-dominated 
northern part of Djursland are all late in date, i.e. 
after 2500 BC (Fig. 11; Hübner 2005, Figs. 470-476, 
catalogue nos. 543-546), as are the few examples 
found in eastern Denmark (Iversen 2015, 75f., cata-
logue C). The number of SGC battle axes recorded 
from Djursland is similarly remarkable small and, 
as in eastern Denmark, almost exclusively repre-
sented by the very late types K and L (cf. Glob 1945, 
Figs. 1-24) (Iversen 2015, 46-50, Figs. 4.20-4.21). 
Type D-arrowheads also have a certain concen-
tration on Djursland, as do thick-butted adzes (cf. 
Glob 1945, Fig. 90; Becker 1951, Fig. 27). After a 
relatively short, but significant and distinct PWC 
horizon and a period of regional crisis, Djurs-
land returned to its former and well-established 
connections with eastern Denmark and the two 
areas then seem to follow the same developments 
throughout the remaining Middle Neolithic.
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